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ABSTRACT OF DISSERTATION
Revisiting Absolute Pose Regression
Images provide direct evidence for the position and orientation of the camera in space,
known as camera pose. Traditionally, the problem of estimating the camera pose requires
reference data for determining image correspondence and leveraging geometric relation-
ships between features in the image. Recent advances in deep learning have led to a new
class of methods that regress the pose directly from a single image.
This thesis proposes methods for absolute camera pose regression. Absolute pose re-
gression estimates the pose of a camera from a single image as the output of a fixed com-
putation pipeline. These methods have many practical benefits over traditional methods,
such as constant inference speed and simplicity of use. However, they also have severe
limitations, the most significant of which are high pose error and the fact that a network
must be trained for each new scene. Despite the negatives, absolute pose regression is an
exciting line of research with many potential use cases.
Our work focuses on three areas. First, we investigate the use of absolute pose regres-
sion across multiple scenes. We propose a method for using a mostly shared network to
perform pose regression across multiple scenes without significant increase in pose error
relative to per-scene networks. With this approach, we also show how the features learned
during multi-scene training do not transfer to pose regression in new scenes. Next, we
propose a new convolutional network to improve the accuracy of absolute pose regression.
The new network takes inspiration from traditional methods to design a network explic-
itly for camera pose regression. As opposed to the black box approaches used by other
methods, out method results in a significant decrease in pose error. Finally, we show an
application of the new method to share network weights to estimate camera pose in multi-
ple scenes. Due to the more explicit design of the network, it is naturally partitioned into
scene-dependent and scene-agnostic layers, allowing us to transfer pretrained weights to
novel scenes without needing to retrained the entire network.
The contribution of this thesis is a novel architecture for absolute pose regression which
directly uses well known geometric relations that results in higher pose accuracy and allows
for localization within novel scenes without needing to retrain the full network.
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For decades, the field of computer science has strived to find ways to extract meaning-
ful information from digital images. Building off of early works on signal processing for
more basic tasks, convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have proved invaluable in com-
puter vision. Notable successes include image classification [27], object detection from
single images [47], and full image semantic segmentation [48]. In many cases, modern ap-
proaches can achieve accuracy very close to or even surpassing human performance, which
itself is not perfect as there exists ambiguities due to visual similarity between objects as
well as loss of information due to image resolution and noise.
Much of the recent success in computer vision has been due to the abundance and
availability of hardware that allows for training deep learning networks with ever increas-
ing parameter counts and complexity. In particular, increasingly deep and wide CNNs and,
more recently, visual transformers [20] have been the driving technology behind the com-
puter vision boom. Deep learning networks have allowed for accurate methods even for
tasks that are difficult for humans, such as single-image depth estimation [24] and single
image camera pose estimation [34]. These tasks rely on the ability to leverage prior knowl-
edge about object size and positioning, as well as the image formation process, to reason
about geometric properties of the image.
1.1 Camera Pose Estimation
Estimating the position and orientation of the camera that captured an image is a funda-
mental problem in computer vision. Sensor pose estimation is required for a wide variety of
practical tasks such as 3D reconstruction, robot tool positioning, and AR/VR. To compute
camera pose in these scenarios, it is common to have some external system for determining
the sensor position such as base stations for VR headsets or keypoint based motion-capture
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systems [56]. These systems work by detecting and tracking known objects attached to the
camera using a fixed external sensor. Due to the complexity of setup and calibration, these
systems are impractical in many situations. The alternative is to use image content directly
for pose estimation.
The most common way to compute camera pose from images themselves is
structure-from-motion (SfM). The steps for SfM generally involve feature extraction
(e.g. SIFT [38]), feature matching, and image registration. These steps require several
overlapping images in order to find good image matches for registration. In general, this
involves exhaustively searching for correspondences to find good initial pairs. A subset
of SfM involves consecutive video frames to reduce the complexity of feature matching.
These frame-by-frame methods are typically optimized for real-time use and fall under the
umbrella of simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM). Both SfM and SLAM build
3D maps of the environment as well as estimate camera pose for each image. However,
these are only applicable when you have a collection of overlapping images in order to
triangulate points in space through multi-view geometry. A sub problem inside these
systems is the question of how to localize a single image inside the current map. This
scenario arises often in practice. Common examples include adding newly collected data
to improve the reconstruction quality of the SfM map, or to reinitialize tracking in a
previously mapped location for AR/VR headsets.
There are a variety of techniques that are used for single image pose estimation. The
foundation of many algorithms is the ability to generate a set of nearby images. In the case
of SfM or SLAM, a course camera location can sometimes be assumed to reduce the search
space for nearby images. But generally, the search is performed by computing distance
metrics on global image descriptors, such as DenseVLAD [58], with all images of the
surrounding area. This finds the most similar images in feature space to the query image.
Once a set of nearby images has been found, there are many ways to compute the final
image pose. Early work focused on finding explicit correspondence between 2D image
points and 3D points in the map [28, 51]. Once the 2D-3D correspondences are found, the
camera pose can be computed using the perspective-n-point algorithm [21]. Other methods
use CNNs for regressing relative pose directly from images [19]. An alternative to retrieval
based methods is scene coordinate regression. For scene coordinate regression, either a
random forest [55] or CNN [7] is used to directly estimate the 3D position of a pixel from
the pixel content alone. This removes the need for image retrieval since information about
image correspondence can be implicitly embedded into the weights of the random forest or
CNN.
A recent line of work, beginning with PoseNet [34], forgoes feature correspondence
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all together. These methods instead rely on a CNN to directly estimate the camera pose
from a single image. In literature, these methods have come to be known as absolute pose
regression (APR). This approach has been demonstrated to work on a variety of indoor
and outdoor scenes [11, 34]. They tend to work equally well across scene complexity and
size, and are limited largely to the availability of training data. However, while several
improvements have been made since the introduction of PoseNet, the pose error is still
typically much worse than more traditional methods [52]. And unlike methods that depend
on retrieval, correspondence matching and/or relative pose estimation which can often be
applied generically to new scenes, another disadvantage of APR is that they must be trained
individually for each scene.
1.2 Contributions
Our thesis focuses on estimating the pose of a single image using absolute pose regression.
We focus on some of the major issues and attempt to solve them.
• Weaknesses of APR: We investigate the weaknesses of recent absolute pose regres-
sion approaches, specifically the inability to work beyond a single scene and low
accuracy compared to traditional methods. We propose a method for absolute pose
regression in multiple scenes using a single network that allows for joint training
of several scenes as well as inference across multiple scenes without significant in-
crease in pose error. We are the first to explore the problem of multi-scene absolute
pose regression.
• Improving the Architecture for APR: We explore how a network architecture more
suited for absolute pose regression based on geometric concepts. We make use of
scene coordinate regression and depth estimation from a single image. Joint infer-
ence of the 3D geometry of the scene in these two coordinate frames allows us to
make use of well understood 3D principals to compute camera pose in efficiently
and accurately. Our proposed method exhibits significant improvement over other
absolute pose regression methods.
• Removing Scene Dependence from APR: Finally, we show how the improved ar-
chitecture allows for explicit partitioning of components to allow for APR across
several scenes with a largely shared network. In this work, we show how the ar-
chitecture can be partitioned into scene-dependent and scene-agnostic components
such that only a portion of the network must be trained for each new scene. This al-
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lows for both state-of-the-art accuracy and pose error for single scene absolute pose
regression, but also works well when applied to novel scenes.
The contribution of this thesis is an improved framework for absolute pose regression
that is more accurate than previous approaches while also allowing part of the network
to be reused in novel scenes without needing to completely retrain. Compared to other
absolute pose regression methods, our work is a significant departure from prior work and
explores a novel approach to pose regression with CNNs.
1.3 Synopsis
The remainder of this work is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 - Extending Absolute Pose Regression to Multiple Scenes
In this chapter, we propose an approach for performing absolute pose regres-
sion in multiple scene using a single network. We show that a large portion of the
network can be shared to maintain similar error metrics to single scene approaches
while being able to be used across multiple scenes. This modification to the
standard PoseNet greatly reduces the number of parameters needed for camera pose
estimation across a large number of scenes. We also show that, while it is possible
to localize in multiple scenes, features do not transfer to novel scenes, so we must
still retrain the network when going beyond the initial training set. This work was
originally reported in [3].
• Chapter 3 - A Structure Aware Method for Direct Pose Estimation
In this chapter, we describe a novel architecture for absolute pose regression.
We incorporate depth estimation and scene coordinate regression which allows
us to transform the camera pose estimation task into a corresponding point cloud
alignment problem. We use a differentiable method for corresponding point cloud
alignment to construct an end-to-end method for pose estimation. We show that our
method is much more accurate than other absolute pose regression baselines. This
work was originally reported in [4].
• Chapter 4 - Factoring Out Scene Dependence in Absolute Pose Regression
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In this chapter, we show how our proposed method from the Chapter 3 can be
extended to allow for absolute pose regression in several scenes with a largely shared
network. We show a natural and explicit partitioning between scene-dependent
and scene-agnostic layers. We show that this network extends to novel scenes that
where unseen during training of the scene-agnostic layers of the network. This
method achieves state-of-the-art performance is single scene training and matches
the performance of early APR methods even in the case of inference on held out
scenes.
• Chapter 5 - Discussion
In this chapter, we summarize the contributions of this thesis. We highlight
the key findings as well as discuss the significant of each contribution. Finally, we
discuss several possible future research directions.
5
Chapter 2
Extending Absolute Pose Regression to
Multiple Scenes
Absolute pose regression using deep convolutional neural networks has become a highly
active research area. However, even with significant improvements in performance in re-
cent years, the best performance comes from training distinct, scene-specific networks. We
propose a novel architecture, Multi-Scene PoseNet (MSPN), that allows for a single net-
work to be used on an arbitrary number of scenes with only a small scene-specific compo-
nent. Using our approach, we achieve competitive performance for two benchmark 6DOF
datasets, Microsoft 7Scenes and Cambridge Landmarks, while reducing the total number
of network parameters significantly. Additionally, we demonstrate that our trained model
serves as a better initialization for fine-tuning on new scenes compared to the standard
ImageNet initialization, converging to lower error solutions within only a few epochs.
2.1 Background
Humans are extremely adept at localizing a camera from image content alone. If the gen-
eral location is known, this process typically involves identifying recognizable geographic
or architectural features to estimate how and where one would have had to position them-
selves to produce the image. In computer vision and robotics this task is often referred
to as image-based localization, or camera localization, and represents the problem of esti-
mating the position and orientation of the camera from which an image was taken, i.e., its
corresponding camera pose, with respect to some underlying scene representation.
The predominant approach to solving this problem involves constructing a 3D model
of the scene and estimating the camera pose using feature-based localization, or identi-
fying 2D-3D correspondences between the image and the known scene model. Though
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this approach tends to be extremely accurate, it is slow and resource intensive. Recently,
learning-based approaches [11, 32, 34] have used convolutional neural networks (CNNs)
to regress camera pose in an end-to-end fashion. In such approaches, the weights of the
network implicitly model the underlying scene layout, as opposed to feature-based meth-
ods which explicitly take advantage of a 3D model. In these absolute pose regression
techniques, each model is specialized to a single area or scene. In other words, for each
scene, a network is trained using a scene-specific set of training images and corresponding
ground-truth camera poses.
The major benefit of an end-to-end approach is that estimating the pose of an im-
age requires only a single forward pass through the network, which is much faster than
structure-based methods. For example, PoseNet [33] takes less than 10ms per image, while
DSAC++ [8] takes over 100ms per image. However, there are several drawbacks. First,
adding new data requires completely retraining the model. Second, existing datasets are
limited and provide very few training examples for each scene. In the case of Cambridge
Landmarks [34], for example, there are as few as 250 training samples for a given scene.
Finally, recent work has shown that learning-based approaches are still significantly less
accurate than structure-based methods [52].
Despite these issues, we believe absolute pose regression has many practical benefits
over more accurate methods. Pose regression using a CNN can perform spontaneous re-
localization in a way that (1) is deterministic, (2) is fast, and (3) runs in constant time
regardless of scene size. No other method has all three of these properties simultane-
ously. These properties make CNN-based pose regression ideal for many tasks ranging
from autonomous navigation to mixed reality where real-time, reliable performance is cru-
cial. However, the use case is limited to the single location in which the network was
trained. In this work, we propose a method to regress camera pose across several different
scenes without loss of accuracy or the need to store several large networks.
We propose a variant of PoseNet which we refer to as Multi-Scene PoseNet (MSPN).
Our key insight is that we can make scene identification explicit in the network architec-
ture. We implement this as a two stage network, shown in Figure 2.1. The first part of the
network is shared across scenes and learns a general camera localization feature. This fea-
ture is then used for scene prediction, which indexes a database of scene-specific weights,
as well as final pose regression using the indexed weights. Since each scene effectively
has a unique head in the network, our approach can be thought of as multi-task learning
where each scene is a unique task. This allows us to move beyond memorizing each scene
individually to learning a common model for camera localization across scenes. Further,
MSPN enables training of the feature extractor using an order of magnitude more images,
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which we hypothesize may lead to more robust localization performance and improved
accuracy.
We evaluate our proposed approach extensively on common benchmark datasets. Our
key contributions include:
2.2 Related Work
Estimating camera pose, i.e., the position and orientation of a camera relative to a scene,
from a captured image is a fundamental problem in computer vision. Applications include
3D Reconstruction, mixed reality, and autonomous driving. Unsurprisingly, there are a
wide variety of methods. For a thorough overview of work in this area, see Sattler et
al. [52].
Image retrieval has been used extensively as part of localization systems. For exam-
ple, a standard approach for image localization is to build a large database of images with
known location, and then infer the location of a query image from the closest match (or
some combination of the set of closest matches). Hays and Efros [26] demonstrated the
success of image retrieval for image geolocalization using a large dataset of 6 million im-
ages. Other methods [1,63] learn a low-level image feature and perform nearest-neighbors
search to predict the location and pose of a query image. Image retrieval has been success-
fully applied for problems in structure-based pose regression (matching 2D to 3D) [66] and
relative pose regression (estimating pose relative to a set of training images) [19]. In this
work we focus on direct absolute pose regression with no retrieval step.
A large body of work has explored methods for directly estimating camera pose from
an image using convolutional neural networks [11, 32, 34]. Though not as accurate as
structure-based methods [52], these methods are attractive as they have fast, constant time
inference regardless of scene complexity. The standard approach for such methods is to
learn a feature embedding using a CNN, which implicitly captures details of the scene
in the weights of the network, and then use features from this embedding to regress the
camera pose. This requires only a single forward pass of the network. However, each
scene typically has its own specialized model.
Methods for direct pose regression largely differ in choice of architecture or loss func-
tion. The simplest approach, PoseNet [34], trains a feed forward neural network using
absolute error in orientation and position as a loss function. MapNet [11] enforces a rela-
tive pose correctness constraint that makes the final predictions more spatially consistent.
LSTM PoseNets [61] replace a fully connected layer with an LSTM for feature reduction
before final pose regression. Hourglass PoseNets [41] use an encoder-decoder network
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with skip connections. Despite the differences in these approaches, they tend to have sim-
ilar performance overall. In our work, we focus on the PoseNet framework for absolute
pose regression and explore how to take advantage of multiple scenes during model train-
ing. To our knowledge, our work is the first to explore methods for multi-scene absolute
pose regression.
AnchorNet [49] explicitly partitions space into anchor points and regresses relative
camera positions to every point. This work is similar to ours in that they take the first
step towards a unified network that operates on distinct regions. However, AnchorNet still
operates on a single scene at a time. The fundamental difference with our approach is that
the final pose prediction is computed using a weighted average of relative anchor point
poses. We instead directly regress a single absolute pose without averaging across many
predictions. Our approach can be implemented in tandem with AnchorNet and we view
them as complementary.
A separate branch of CNN-based pose regression is scene coordinate regression.
DSAC [7] and the follow up DSAC++ [8] train a CNN to predict the 3D locations of
pixels to establish 2D-3D correspondences. Next, the Perspective-3-Point algorithm and
RANSAC [21] are used to compute the final camera pose. These methods are extremely
accurate and compete with traditional structure-based approaches. However, they are
much harder to implement and training takes much longer to converge. Also, due to the
inherent randomness of RANSAC, these methods are not deterministic and have longer
run-time. While some work has been done on performing pose regression across multiple
scenes using these approaches [9,55], they still require a separately trained expert network
for each scene. Instead, we use a largely shared network with only a small scene-specific
component.
2.3 Background
We describe the current paradigm of learning-based methods for absolute pose regression
in a specified scene. Given a single image, the model output is a vector representing camera
pose p, composed of location t and orientation q:
p = [t, q]. (2.1)
Camera location t is a triple, [x, y, z], which defines the spatial location of the camera
center relative to the origin of the scene in 3D Cartesian coordinates. Camera orientation
q defines a relative rotation to a canonical pose origin. Typically, for absolute pose, this is
represented as a quaternion [34] instead of more traditional angle parameterization due to
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the inherent non-uniqueness of Euler angles. Recent approaches have had success using
the log-quaternions [11]. The log-quaternion is desirable because it has fewer parameters
(3 vs. 4) and naturally defines a unit quaternion without the need for explicit normalization.
During training the mean absolute error of each pose component, weighted by a hyper-




+ β ‖q̂ − q‖1 , (2.2)
where p̂ is the ground truth pose and p is the output of the network. The value of β is spe-
cific to each scene. Some approaches [34] set β before training begins, typically between
300 and 500 for indoor scenes and between 500 and 1000 for outdoor scenes. More recent




e−st + st + ‖q̂ − q‖1 e
−sq + sq, (2.3)
where st and sq are optimized during training. By allowing the loss to be weighted dynam-
ically, training can be performed without the need for hyperparameter tuning.
2.3.1 Theory of Absolute Pose Regression
The standard deep CNN method for absolute pose regression can be segmented into three
stages [52]:
1. A function that extracts a localization feature from the image.
2. A non-linear embedding of this feature into high dimensional pose components.
3. A linear mapping from pose components to final pose using the learned basis poses.
[noitemsep] In many learning-based approaches, the entire process is represented as a sin-
gle CNN and a separate model is then trained end-to-end for each scene. For example
in recent work on PoseNet [33], stage 1) is a standard ResNet-34 network, stage 2) is a
fully connected layer with a ReLU activation, and stage 3) is another fully connected layer
which outputs the final pose parameters. The fact that these methods use separate networks
for each scene makes them very costly in terms of training time and number of stored
parameters.
We propose an alternative, in which feature extraction is shared entirely by all scenes
and only the final pose regression layer is trained to be scene-dependent. Additionally, We
show that stage 1) and 2) above can be merged to reduce the network complexity without
losing accuracy. In fact, our modification boosts performance in many cases. Our proposed
alternative is more efficient in terms of learned parameters and can quickly learn to localize










Figure 2.1: Our proposed Multi-Scene PoseNet architecture for multi-scene pose estima-
tion. A convolutional neural network regresses an F dimensional image feature. This
feature then goes through two branches. The first branch uses the image feature to predict
a probability distribution over N possible scenes which is then used to index into a scene-
specific weights database. The second branch uses the weights extracted from the weights
database to construct a dense layer to transform the image features into the P dimensional
pose parameters. The pose parameters are then used to construct the camera pose C.
2.4 Multi-Scene Absolute Pose Regression
A naı̈ve approach to estimating pose across multiple scenes is to train a single PoseNet
with a training set containing images from all scenes, with no further modification. While
this approach is simple, it often suffers a loss in performance over a single network per
scene. We show that this decrease in performance can be overcome in many cases without
a significant increase in model complexity.
We propose Multi-Scene PoseNet to decouple scene and pose using a database of scene-
specific weights, shown in Figure 2.1. First, we use a CNN to extract an F dimensional
image feature. This image feature is then used to regress an N dimensional probability dis-
tribution over each of theN possible scenes. The most likely scene (maximum probability)
is used to index into a database of scene-specific weights producing an F × P fully con-
nected layer, where P is the dimension of the pose parameters. Finally, the image feature is
passed through the selected fully connected layer for final pose prediction. This is similar
to ESAC [9], which uses a set of scene-specific expert networks and a gating network for
expert selection. However, in our method a majority of the network is shared between all
scenes and only the final layer is specific to a given scene.
The network is trained to predict the image scene and pose parameters jointly in an end-
to-end manner. Pose regression is optimized using (2.3) and scene prediction is optimized
using cross entropy. This results in features that are explicitly discriminative by scene as
well as being useful for pose regression. The final loss function for pose prediction p and
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scene prediction s, with corresponding labels p̂ and ŝ becomes





where N is the number of scenes.
With the exception of the fully connected layers in the weights database, all other parts
of the network are shared by all scenes. This results in an extreme reduction in required
parameters per scene. For example, using the approach of [33] each new scene requires its
own model with over 22 million parameters. In our approach, the base network contains 22
million parameters and each new scene adds approximately 14 thousand parameters. For 10
scenes, our method uses 10% of the parameters. For 100 scenes, our method uses only 1%
as many parameters. Having such a significant portion of the network shared across scenes
allows for the use of deep network based localization over diverse areas, even in memory
starved environments such as embedded vision systems on small autonomous drones.
2.4.1 Improving Network Efficiency
As described in Section 2.3.1, the theoretical model of absolute pose regression has three
stages: feature extraction, non-linear projection of the feature vector to contravariant com-
ponents in the learned pose basis, and finally a linear mapping from the learned pose ba-
sis to the canonical basis of the dataset. These components are represented explicitly in
PoseNet as ResNet-34 feature extraction and global average pooling, a fully connected
layer with ReLU activation, and a final fully connected layer with no activation, respec-
tively. The ReLU activation in the second stage is troublesome as it removes the possibility
of negative components to be present in the final linear mapping. Since negative pose val-
ues are not only possible, but as likely as positive values, this means that the network must
learn two effective copies of any useful basis pose to be able to produce both positive and
negative poses. Methods have been explored to solve this redundancy with different acti-
vations [53], but we found removing this fully connected layer altogether to be effective.
Using only a single fully connected layer also results in a more compact representation for
our weight database.
2.4.2 Implementation Details
For our experiments we use a ResNet-34 [27] feature extractor initialized from pretrained
ImageNet weights. We do this to be consistent with PoseNet and MapNet for fair com-
parison. We train for 100 epochs with a batch size of 64 using the Adam optimizer with a
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learning rate of 10−4. During training, we scale all input images such that their smaller di-
mension is 256 and then train on random 224×224 crops. At test time, we use a 224×224
square center crop. As in [33], each scene has 2 learned loss weighting parameters that
are specific to the scene. For example, this means there are 14 unique loss weighting pa-
rameters learned when training with 7 unique scenes. We opt to use the log-quaternion
representation of orientation due to the fact that it requires no explicit normalization for
conversion to a rotation [11]. During training, the true scene is used for determining which
final layer to use for pose regression. During inference, we use the most likely scene as
predicted from the scene prediction branch.
2.5 Evaluation
We show comparisons with our method to the current state-of-the-art methods, PoseNet
and MapNet. As is convention in these works, we provide median position and orientation
error. All networks, including PoseNet and MapNet, use ResNet-34 as the backbone CNN.
2.5.1 Datasets
We train and evaluate using two common 6DOF camera pose datasets, Microsoft
7Scenes [55] and Cambridge Landmarks [34]. These two datasets have become the
standard benchmarks for learning-based direct pose regression. 7Scenes is composed of 7
small indoor scenes ranging in difficulty and size, but all scenes are less than 10 meters
wide. Cambridge Landmarks on the other hand is composed of 6 large-scale outdoor
scenes on the order of 100s of meters wide. Both datasets were collected with hand-held
cameras and ground truth data was computed using highly accurate structure-from-motion
algorithms.
2.5.2 Effect of Joint Training
We first test the effects of the scene-specific component in the case of a scene oracle. That
is to say, the true scene index is used to query the weights database instead of the output of
the scene prediction head. By jointly training several scenes together with our method, we
not only match, but in many cases improve upon the accuracy for each scene. By training
on multiple scenes, the shared feature extraction network gets orders of magnitude more
examples to learn from. Although different scenes can be seen as different domains in the
context of localization, increasing the number of training examples may help increase the
generality of the feature extraction, perhaps reducing over-fitting to the training sequences
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Table 2.1: Results on 7Scenes dataset. Both PoseNet and MapNet are single scene ap-
proaches. The naı̈ve approach is a single PoseNet with no modification trained on each of
the scenes simultaneously. MSPN is our method. We report median translation / median
orientation error. Values are highlighted red when they are significantly worse than what
we are able to achieve with our modified network.
Method Chess Fire Heads Office Pumpkin Red Kitchen Stairs
PoseNet (Single) 0.14/4.50 0.27/11.8 0.18/12.10 0.20/5.77 0.25/4.82 0.24/5.52 0.37/10.60
MapNet (Single) 0.08/3.25 0.27/11.7 0.18/13.3 0.17/5.15 0.22/4.02 0.23/4.02 0.30/12.10
Naı̈ve (Multiple) 0.15/4.85 0.28/13.13 0.30/11.54 0.23/6.34 0.29/5.34 0.29/6.98 0.35/10.63
MSPN (Multiple) 0.09/4.76 0.29/10.50 0.16/13.10 0.16/6.80 0.19/5.50 0.21/6.61 0.31/11.63
Table 2.2: Results on Cambridge Landmarks. The difference between our method and
the naı̈ve approach are less significant here. We postulate that due to the capacity of the
network and the small size of the training sets, our method provides less benefit for these
scenes.
Method Kings College Old Hospital Shop Facade St. Mary’s Church Street Great Court
PoseNet (Single) 0.99/1.06 2.17/2.94 1.05/3.97 1.49/3.43 20.7/25.7 -
MapNet (Single) 1.07/1.89 1.94/3.91 1.49/4.22 2.00/4.53 - -
Naı̈ve (Multiple) 1.72/3.12 2.58/5.96 1.97/9.25 2.55/6.92 48.37/45.46 12.04/10.99
MSPN (Multiple) 1.73/3.65 2.55/4.05 2.02/7.49 2.67/6.18 26.78/54.22 9.2/10.42
in each scene. Note that the batch size for an individual scene is on average batch size
N
for N
scenes, so the effective batch size for the scene-specific weights is small for a large number
of scenes.
A comparison with other methods is shown in Table 2.1 and Table 2.2. To verify that
the network capacity is not simply large enough to learn all scenes, we also train a single
PoseNet without any scene-specific layers on all scenes simultaneously as a baseline. Al-
though it performs remarkably well, performance is typically much worse than our method.
These results show that simply training a single model does not work well in general. Note
that one method is not dominant over any other for either dataset. Keep in mind that the
fundamental challenge we are trying to solve is parameter reduction for scaling to multiple
scenes, but it tends to perform as well as or better than other methods. We believe forcing
only the feature extraction to be generic is imposing implicit regularization, reducing the
tendency of the network to overfit to the training data. Note that some scenes Cambridge
Landmarks do not show the metric gain from our method compared to the baseline that is
observed for 7Scenes. Due the the high capacity of the network, low number of training
examples per scene, and low number of individual scenes, the naı̈ve baseline can still per-
form reasonably well on this dataset. However, our methods exhibits a clear benefit for the
7Scenes dataset.
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Figure 2.2: Orientation and position error with different branching points for the shared
weights. A lower branch location signifies less of the network is shared.
We also experiment with splitting the network at different locations in the network. Re-
sults are given in Figure 2.2. For this experiment, we share the weights for each scene up
to the the specified branch point. Branch location 1 means after the first residual block, 2
means after the second, etc. While there are some slight deviations due to random initial-
ization and batch shuffling during training, overall we see that nearly all of the network can
be shared without effecting performance.
2.5.3 Stability With Different Scenes
As the key component of our method is training on a set of scenes at once, it is of interest
to see if it performs similarly regardless of the scenes used for training. To test this, we
train multiple networks where each network is trained using a different subset of all scenes
in the dataset and each subset is missing a single scene. Table 2.3 and Table 2.4 show the
general stability of our method to different scenes. With a few outliers, the error for a given
scene remains similar regardless of which scenes we trained on. However, some scenes
do seem to make learning difficult. For example, training the Landmarks dataset together
without the Street scene results in uniformly improved performance by 10’s of centime-
ters, which is a sizeable improvement. Upon inspection of the dataset, this is somewhat
unsurprising as the Street training set was collected only along cardinal directions. While
the strangeness of this specific scene is apparent to us, it is not trivial to determine that this
scene is challenging for a network to train on. Being able to quantitatively show how a
scene effects training is a beneficial and unique ability of the proposed multi-scene pose
regression framework.
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Table 2.3: We experiment with leaving one scene out during training of the Cambridge
Landmarks dataset. We observe relatively stable performance with respect to the left out
scene. Note that in some cases, we can see that a particular scene hinders performance
for other scenes, most notably the model trained without the Street dataset performs much
better on all other scenes than the other training setups. We report median translation /
median orientation error.
Great Court Kings College Old Hospital Shop Facade St. Mary’s Church Street
w/o Great Court - 1.13/7.04 2.16/9.41 1.33/13.49 1.59/10.69 15.20/61.03
w/o Kings College 8.16/20.33 - 2.33/9.54 1.56/14.34 1.56/11.75 15.09/58.52
w/o Old Hospital 7.51/18.51 1.01/7.71 - 1.68/16.08 1.61/10.39 14.63/60.02
w/o Shop Facade 6.85/17.08 0.98/6.81 2.15/9.01 - 1.51/10.55 18.63/55.41
w/o St. Mary’s Church 6.92/16.04 1.07/5.84 1.79/8.27 1.36/12.74 - 14.28/51.75
w/o Street 6.18/13.33 0.91/5.31 1.96/8.54 1.07/11.52 1.29/8.13 -
standard deviation 0.67/2.36 0.08/0.86 0.19/0.49 0.21/1.53 0.12/1.19 1.57/3.38
Table 2.4: Leave-one-out experiment results for the 7Scenes dataset. We train a network
using only 6 of the scenes to show the stability of our method.
Fire Heads Stairs Office Red Kitchen Chess Pumpkin
w/o Fire - 0.13/13.86 0.34/12.38 0.16/6.78 0.21/7.43 0.09/4.66 0.20/4.97
w/o Heads 0.27/9.70 - 0.29/11.04 0.16/6.75 0.22/7.92 0.10/4.90 0.21/5.53
w/o Stairs 0.26/10.94 0.15/13.62 - 0.16/6.35 0.23/7.51 0.10/4.90 0.20/5.19
w/o Office 0.26/10.95 0.14/12.95 0.30/11.70 - 0.22/7.47 0.10/5.14 0.19/5.12
w/o Red Kitchen 0.26/11.01 0.13/14.08 0.30/12.31 0.16/6.55 - 0.13/5.67 0.21/5.00
w/o Chess 0.27/10.92 0.14/12.72 0.28/13.00 0.16/6.54 0.22/7.65 - 0.21/5.66
w/o Pumpkin 0.28/10.69 0.14/12.93 0.34/11.88 0.16/6.52 0.22/7.38 0.11/4.95 -
standard deviation 0.007/0.459 0.007/0.516 0.023/0.612 0.000/0.146 0.006/0.181 0.013/0.316 0.007/0.261
2.5.4 Quickly Training New Scenes
The backbone of our method is a generalized localization feature extractor. Though the
extracted features may have learned some amount of scene-specific information due to the
high capacity of the network, the feature extractor acts as a good starting point for training
localization of new scenes. There are two ways to approach this, freezing the feature extrac-
tor and training only the final scene-specific layer, or fine-tuning the whole network for the
new scene. Unfortunately, fine-tuning only the final layer results in very poor performance,
as shown in Table 2.5. As mentioned above, we believe that this is because the network
has the capacity to learn scene-specific features for the small number of scenes used in our
experiments, meaning the resulting feature extractor is not completely independent of the
scenes it was trained on. However, we do find that the resulting models serve as much bet-
ter initialization for fine-tuning than ImageNet pretraining. Table 2.6 and Table 2.7 shows
the final performance of networks trained for one epoch on specific scenes. We chose to
train for only one epoch to highlight the improvement in performance on the new scene
after just seconds of training. In all cases, one or both of position and orientation has much
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Table 2.5: We finetune just the scene-specific layers with different network initialization.
For ImageNet, the feature extractor is initialized from ImageNet. For MSPN, we initialize
with a network trained with all other scenes.
Initialization Fire Heads Stairs Office Red Kitchen Chess Pumpkin
ImageNet (finetune) 0.92/101.23 0.87/97.00 0.87/89.91 0.95/84.60 1.00/87.37 0.84/83.11 0.83/87.08
MSPN (finetune) 0.76/31.39 0.44/23.15 0.69/32.95 0.98/45.69 1.32/33.37 0.82/23.28 0.76/29.86
MSPN (full) 0.29/10.50 0.16/13.10 0.31/11.63 0.16/6.80 0.21/6.61 0.09/4.76 0.19/5.50
Epoch Epoch
Figure 2.3: Error in orientation and position on the Fire test set as training continues. “Im-
ageNet” signifies the network was initialized from ImageNet pretrained weights. “MSPN”
signifies that the network was pretrained for pose regression on other scenes. Fine-tuning a
new scene from a network pretrained for pose regression converges much faster than from
ImageNet pretraining even if the original scenes are very different from the new scene.
Table 2.6: We trained each 7Scenes scene independently for 1 epoch. Training of a new
scene typically converges much faster when initializing from a MSPN trained on several
other scenes as opposed to ImageNet pretraining. We report median translation / median
orientation error.
Initialization Fire Heads Stairs Office Red Kitchen Chess Pumpkin
ImageNet 0.94/82.19 1.19/148.11 0.99/92.36 0.79/44.37 0.86/19.54 0.56/30.91 0.79/48.19
MSPN 0.57/19.35 0.41/20.12 0.70/15.38 0.51/16.95 0.43/13.86 0.54/16.34 0.48/16.6
lower error after just one epoch when initialized from a MSPN. Figure 2.3 shows the full
loss curve of 10 epochs for the Fire scene using both initialization methods. Overall we
see that the model initialized using our method has nearly converged within only 10 epochs
compared to still high error with the ImageNet pretrained models. The faster convergence
allows for fine-tuning a new scene with significantly less computation. This means new
scenes can be trained in a couple of minutes instead of nearly an hour (5 minutes vs 50
minutes for our experiments).
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Table 2.7: Training Cambridge Landmarks scenes independently for 1 epoch.
Initialization Great Court Kings College Old Hospital Shop Facade St. Mary’s Church Street
ImageNet 72.58/140.71 30.82/102.77 31.43/119.15 9.81/229.48 19.65/96.58 119.69/73.29
MSPN 73.16/45.71 33.75/11.05 30.23/92.15 10.19/47.54 23.45/29.46 123.81/33.79
(a) 7Scenes
(b) Cambridge Landmarks
Figure 2.4: Comparison of final position and orientation error for (a) 7Scenes and (b) Cam-
bridge Landmarks scenes with various training methods. Single scene means that the net-
work was trained with only images from the specified scene. Note that this is trained with
our modified network without the intermediate fully connected layer. Single dataset train-
ing means all scenes from the original dataset (either 7Scenes or Cambridge Landmarks)
were used for training. Similarly, multiple dataset means all scenes from both 7Scenes
and Cambridge Landmarks were used. Training across both datasets does not significantly
degrade performance even in the worse cases.
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2.5.5 Stability Across Datasets
While many applications require accurate localization of the same camera across many dif-
ferent scenes, it is also possible that a method should be agnostic to camera and work across
drastically different scenes. To evaluate our method on this scenario, we use all 13 scenes
collectively between both datasets to train a single model. Results are shown in Figure 2.4.
We show performance for single scene training, training on all scenes from the individual
datasets, and training with all scenes from both 7Scenes and Cambridge Landmarks using
our method. Performance is generally the same in all cases, with no significant increase in
error even when training with all scenes from both datasets. These results are surprising
considering the vast difference in appearance and spatial extents between the two datasets.
We believe this offers more evidence that the features extracted by our approach are better
for the localization task in general.
2.5.6 Scene Detection
We also verify the ability of the network to infer in which scene the image is located for
end-to-end inference. During training, scene prediction is trained along with pose regres-
sion using (2.4). At inference time, the maximum probability scene from the network is
used. This allows for completely end-to-end pose regression framework for an arbitrary
number of scenes. We compare this to the scene oracle approach in which the scene id is
known at inference time. The results are shown in Table 2.8 and Table 2.9. We found that
scene prediction accuracy is very good in general. Even in the case of the Pumpkin scene
where accuracy is only around 85%, the resulting change in pose prediction error compared
to the oracle approach is not particularly significant. This is likely because images that are
hard to correctly classify are also hard to localize, so the resulting pose will be an outlier in
each case. Note that there is a difference in error even when the scene accuracy is 100% be-
cause one network is trained with the scene detector and the other without. The additional
loss provided by the scene classification results in a different intermediate feature vector.
Table 2.8: End-to-end inference for 7Scenes scenes. End-to-end pose error is comparable
to the scene oracle case where the scene id is known at inference time.
Fire Heads Stairs Office Red Kitchen Chess Pumpkin
Scene Oracle 0.29/11.20 0.16/13.10 0.31/11.63 0.16/6.80 0.21/6.61 0.09/4.76 0.19/5.50
End-to-end 0.30/10.88 0.16/13.33 0.30/13.78 0.17/6.89 0.22/7.19 0.12/6.10 0.23/6.95
Scene Accuracy 0.9895 0.9990 1.000 1.000 1.000 0.977 0.847
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Table 2.9: End-to-end inference for Cambridge Landmarks scenes. End-to-end pose error
is comparable to the scene oracle case where the scene id is known at inference time.
Great Court Kings College Old Hospital Shop Facade St. Mary’s Church Street
Scene Oracle 9.2/10.42 1.73/3.65 2.55/4.05 2.02/7.49 2.67/6.18 26.78/54.22
End-to-end 7.0/11.05 1.22/5.82 2.31/6.19 1.17/11.27 2.2/8.45 25.04/53.25
Scene Accuracy 0.9987 0.9971 1.000 0.9709 0.9981 0.6743
2.6 Conclusion
We proposed a multi-scene approach to camera pose regression, Multi-Scene PoseNet, that
enables accurate localization across multiple scenes using a single network. Our approach
works by learning a set of scene-specific fully connected layers for final pose regression
while maintaining a shared feature extractor that is applied across all scenes. This allows a
majority of the network to be shared across scenes, and drastically increases the amount of
examples that can be used for training. Compared with existing techniques, our approach
can support multiple scenes at a fraction of the computational cost of existing methods,
and yet still achieves competitive results on standard benchmark datasets, even achieving
state-of-the-art performance on some scenes. We showed that this method is stable across
various datasets and number of unique scenes. Finally, we showed how our approach
captures a general camera localization feature that can be used to quickly understand new
scenes, allowing for faster training of unseen scenes than typical ImageNet pretraining.




A Structure Aware Method for Direct
Pose Estimation
Estimating camera pose from a single image is a fundamental problem in computer vision.
Existing methods for solving this task fall into two distinct categories, which we refer to
as direct and indirect. Direct methods, such as PoseNet, regress pose from the image as a
fixed function, for example using a feed-forward convolutional network. Such methods are
desirable because they are deterministic and run in constant time. Indirect methods for pose
regression are often non-deterministic, with various external dependencies such as image
retrieval and hypothesis sampling. We propose a direct method that takes inspiration from
structure-based approaches to incorporate explicit 3D constraints into the network. Our
approach maintains the desirable qualities of other direct methods while achieving much
lower error in general.
3.1 Background
Camera pose estimation is a fundamental task in computer vision. Often this research is
referred to as visual localization, or camera relocalization, and refers to estimating the po-
sition and orientation of a camera with respect to some predetermined reference frame. Re-
cently, much work has explored learning-based absolute pose regression which directly re-
gresses camera pose using a single forward pass through a neural network. These methods
typically use the same basic pipeline: predict a feature embedding using a convolutional
neural network (CNN), and then use features from this embedding to regress the camera
pose. This works because the weights of the network implicitly capture understanding of
the scene. The main differences between methods of this type are choices of feature ex-
traction architecture or loss function. However, absolute pose regression typically performs
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much worse than more sophisticated alternatives. A recent study by Sattler et al. [52] found
that absolute pose regression essentially interpolates between a set of learned basis poses.
In this work we partition methods into one of two classes, direct or indirect. Direct
methods determine pose as a fixed pipeline in a deterministic way with no dependency on
external steps such as hypothesis sampling, database querying, pose averaging, correspon-
dence matching, or refinement. These methods are typically a single CNN architecture,
such as PoseNet [34], but we show that it is possible to design a more explicit architecture
that still resides in the direct pose estimation category. Indirect methods are any method
that fall outside of this definition. Examples include structure-based methods such as Ac-
tive Search [51] and DSAC++ [8] which compute 2D-3D correspondences and require
RANSAC and refinement for final pose determination, and retrieval-based methods such
as DenseVLAD [58] which require a database query. What we call direct are commonly
denoted as absolute pose regression. Here we use a different term to more easily differen-
tiate between what we call indirect methods, which have no unified name in literature.
An alternate way of thinking about the difference between direct and indirect methods
is that direct methods generate pose hypotheses while indirect methods use one or more
pose hypotheses for further processing. We believe this is an important distinction because
improvements to direct methods can result in improvements in future indirect methods.
While the more accurate methods typically fall into the indirect pose estimation category,
we believe direct methods are an exciting area and wish to provide a direction for future
improvement. Direct pose estimation methods have many practical benefits. Specifically,
they perform relocalization in a way that is fast, deterministic, and provide a constant
runtime guarantee regardless of scene complexity.
We propose an approach for solving the direct pose estimation problem using a CNN
that bridges the gap between absolute pose regression and structure-based methods. Our
approach has several key components. First, given a single RGB image, we simultaneously
perform scene coordinate regression and monocular depth estimation to extract geometric
information from the image. Then, we use the known camera intrinsics to convert the
estimated per-pixel depth to 3D camera-frame coordinates, resulting in a set of 3D-3D
correspondences. Our approach takes advantage of known geometric constraints to frame
the problem as 3D-3D alignment of point clouds, integrating a differentiable singular value
decomposition (SVD) layer with a learned per-pixel weighting scheme to compute the final
camera pose.
We evaluate our method both quantitatively and qualitatively through a variety of exper-
iments using well-known benchmark datasets. We significantly advance the state-of-the-art
compared to direct pose estimation methods and decrease the gap to indirect methods.
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3.2 Related Work
In this section we provide an overview of related work in pose regression using CNNs,
scene coordinate regression, monocular depth estimation, and point cloud registration.
3.2.1 Pose Regression with CNNs
Directly estimating camera pose from an image using convolutional neural networks began
with the introduction of PoseNet [34]. This style of approach which computes pose as the
output of a CNN is known as absolute pose regression. Absolute pose regression differs
significantly from traditional methods in that it does not require explicit image-level or
pixel-level correspondences. Many works have explored the application of CNNs to this
problem, but differences lie largely in changes to the underlying feature extraction archi-
tecture or modified objective functions [32, 33, 41, 61]. Another common approach is to
add relative pose constraints on pairs of images during training instead of only absolute
pose [11,65]. In general, this class of methods is attractive due to their simplicity and mod-
erate performance, but are far from the most accurate approaches in terms of pose accuracy.
Sattler et al. [52] provide an in depth review of existing work in absolute pose regression,
with comparisons to more accurate structure-based and image retrieval methods.
Relative pose estimation approaches predict the pose of a query image relative to a set
of database images with known pose. RelocNet [2] uses a method for camera pose retrieval
using nearest neighbors with learned features. Similarly, CamNet [19] uses coarse-to-fine
retrieval with two rounds of retrieval and pose refinement. AnchorNet [49] uses a set of
spatial anchors, and the final pose estimate is computed by a weighted average of predicted
offsets from the anchors. This method is different from others of this style in that reference
poses for relative pose estimation are not based on retrieval, but rather embedded into the
network either prior to or during training. The analogue to retrieval in this scenario is a set
of anchor point scores, which define the weights for averaging all pose hypotheses.
3.2.2 Scene Coordinate Regression
Recent work has explored the problem of estimating the 3D location of image pixels in
the scene’s coordinate frame, known as scene coordinate regression. Unlike camera pose,
scene coordinate information is often explicit in the image content, as points in space
often look similar from varying viewpoints. Early work showed that scene coordinates
could accurately be computed from RGB-D imagery in small indoor scenes using random
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forests [55]. Later, random forests were replaced with CNNs that only require RGB im-
agery without depth information [7, 8, 9].
Other methods combine image retrieval and scene coordinate regression. SANet [66]
retrieves a set of images to construct a local 3D point cloud that is used for scene coordinate
regression. Perspective-n-Learned-Point [43] uses image retrieval to find a single nearby
image for stereo depth estimation. CNN features are used for computing pixel correspon-
dences which, along with the stereo depth and known pose of the retrieved image, result in
a set of 2D-3D correspondences.
From scene coordinates, the camera pose can be computed using perspective-n-
point [21] (PnP) methods that use the 2D pixel and 3D scene coordinate correspondences
to triangulate the position and orientation of the camera. While these methods produce
highly accurate results, they are sensitive to noise and require the use of a robust estimator,
such as RANSAC [21], and hypothesis refinement to achieve high accuracy. Though
there is active research exploring the use of neural networks for generating samples for
pose hypotheses, e.g., NG-RANSAC [10], our goal is to avoid this step altogether. Dang
et al. [16] proposed an accurate alternative to RANSAC that predicts correspondence
weighting using a CNN. However, the method of Dang et al. only works on a very specific
type of problem that is solved by finding the minimum eigenvector of a matrix. There has
been work on estimating point weights specifically for scene coordinate regression and
pose estimation [12], but accurate results still require RANSAC.
3.2.3 Monocular Depth Estimation
Much progress has been made using CNNs for single image depth estimation [22, 23].
Importantly, recent work has shown that a learned representation for depth is sufficient
for visual odometry in simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) systems [5, 57,
68]. Other work uses stereo matching to improve depth estimation [59]. Ranftl et al. [46]
propose tools for mixing datasets during training, including a robust objective function that
is invariant to changes in depth range and scale. Our work takes advantage of the success of
monocular depth estimation to frame the absolute pose regression problem as an end-to-end
learned alignment of corresponding point clouds.
Estimating Depth using Scene Coordinates It is possible to compute depth explicitly
from scene coordinates and camera calibration parameters using PnP algorithms. A de-
tailed overview of solutions to this problem is presented by Xiao [40]. From N 2D-3D cor-
respondences, a common approach involves solving N systems of (N−1)(N−2)
2
equations
to find the distance from each 3D point to the camera center. With five or more points,
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there exists a direct solution to the linear system [44]. While it is theoretically possible to
perform the PnP depth estimation step in a differentiable way, it is extremely sensitive to
noise. This is why the final solution in practice is found using robust estimation schemes,
such as RANSAC, for accurate pose regression. Our proposed approach avoids the need
for PnP and sampling altogether.
3.2.4 Point Cloud Registration
Point cloud registration is fundamental to feature-matching based image localization. The
final step of pose retrieval in many PnP algorithms is absolute alignment of the 3D scene
coordinates and recovered 3D camera coordinates [40]. Modern approaches rely on fea-
tures extracted from neural networks for high accuracy and robustness to noise. While
recent work is largely focused on synthetic or single model alignment [25, 50, 62], it has
also been demonstrated that large point cloud scans can be accurately aligned using CNN
architectures [39]. While we rely on point cloud registration for our method, it is a simpler
case where we have explicit correspondences. Wang and Solomon [62] explore register-
ing single object point clouds. They predict correspondences from 3D input and use the
Kabsch [31] method for final alignment. We also use the Kabsch algorithm, but tackle the
problem of camera pose estimation and extract 3D correspondences from an RBG image
only.
3.3 Method
We present a direct pose estimation pipeline that combines scene coordinate regression,
monocular depth estimation, and point cloud registration to estimate camera pose from
corresponding point clouds extracted from an image.
3.3.1 Problem Statement and Formulation
We address the problem of single-image pose regression, in which we must estimate the
camera pose with respect to a scene coordinate frame from a single image. The pose con-
sists of two components, the camera orientation, R, and position, ~T . Together, these can
be used to transform 3D positions in the camera frame, A, to the scene coordinate frame,
B, using B = RA+ ~T . Given corresponding points between A andB, it is possible to esti-
mate the pose using various point cloud registration approaches. The challenge is that this












Figure 3.1: Our direct pose estimation pipeline. Given a single RGB input, we jointly
estimate scene coordinates and depth. Using the known camera focal length, depth is
converted to camera frame coordinates by unprojecting using π−1. The second stage of our
network computes a correspondence weight for each point pair. These weights are used for
point normalization and final pose regression using weighted rigid alignment to estimate
camera pose.
We formulate our approach such that it reduces to the problem of point cloud regis-
tration. We directly regress points in the camera and scene coordinate frames for every
pixel in the image. Each pixel thus defines a pair of corresponding points between the two
coordinate frames. To address the problem of noise, we score each point correspondence
using a per-pixel weighting mechanism prior to point cloud registration. Our approach is
implemented as a sequence of differentiable neural network layers, enabling end-to-end
optimization, deterministic inference, and a simple implementation. Our network architec-
ture is shown in Figure 3.1. We provide a detailed description of each component in the
following subsections.
3.3.2 Estimating Depth and Scene Coordinates
We train a CNN to simultaneously estimate depth and scene coordinates directly from
image content. We use a shared CNN backbone for initial feature map extraction and then
the intermediate feature is passed to two separate sub-networks for independent depth and
scene coordinate regression. For scene coordinate regression, we follow DSAC++ [8] and
use a fully convolutional approach without upsampling layers. For this, we use the features
from the shared feature extractor and pass them through a series of stride 1 convolutions
such that the output size is 1/8th the input image resolution. Smaller resolutions have
shown to perform adequately [8] and a smaller output size is more efficient, as computation
of the cross-covariance matrix used for the Kabsch algorithm requires a multiplication of
two N × 3 matrices.
For estimating monocular depth, we follow recent work [5,24] and perform both coarse
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and fine-scale depth estimation. We use the features from the shared feature extractor
as input to an encoder/decoder network. We predict depth at two different scales in the
network, optimizing each individually for accuracy. The largest resolution depth output is
1/8th the size of the input such that it matches the scene coordinate resolution.
3.3.3 Estimating Camera Pose
We use the estimated depth and known camera geometry to compute 3D camera frame
coordinates. For pixel i with homogeneous pixel coordinate ~ui and depth di, the camera
frame point is computed using the known camera intrinsic matrix K as follows: ~pi =
diK
−1~ui.
Given scene coordinates and 3D camera frame coordinates, each pixel defines a pair of
corresponding points in different reference frames. Thus, the problem now becomes pose
estimation from corresponding point clouds. We solve this using the Kabsch method [31]
which we describe here.






(~bi −R~ai − ~T )2.
In the ideal case of noise-free data, we would assume all points have uniform weighting.
However, directly optimizing for this results in low accuracy due to noise in the point
positions, so we apply a per-point weighting term. The optimal rotation and translation can
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where wi is a weight assigned to the point pair i.










B̄ = B − ~µB Ā = A− ~µA
.
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We recover R and ~T as follows:
USV T = svd(ĀTWB̄)
d = det(V UT)
R = V
1 0 00 1 0
0 0 d
UT
~T = −R ~µA + ~µB.
Our output representation for rotation is unique among direct pose estimation methods.
Levinson et al. [37] show how this use of SVD to construct a orthonormal matrix is the
most accurate among a large variety of rotation representations for deep networks.
Intuitively, the point weights move the point towards (wi < 1) or away (wi > 1)
from the origin. Motion towards the camera reduces the contribution of that point to the
singular vectors. Likewise, motion away from the camera increases the contribution of that
point. This allows for more robustness to noise without the need for hard thresholding or
sampling. To generate the weights, we pass the correspondences through a scoring CNN
that produces a per-pixel weighting. The input to this network is the concatenation of
the output scene coordinates and unprojected camera frame coordinates computed from
the output depth. The weighting is vital because the accuracy of the point cloud centroid
depends on the accuracy of the points themselves. Since the estimated rotation is dependent
on accurate centroid subtraction, and the estimated translation is dependent on both the
centroid and rotation estimate, it is important to reduce the impact of the noisy points.
3.3.4 Implementation Details
We train our method in two stages, denoted as geometry and pose optimization respectively.
In the first stage, we train the depth estimation and scene coordinate regression net-
works jointly for accuracy. Given the scene coordinates, C, depth, D, and half resolution
depth, D1/2, we minimize the following loss function:
Lgeom = ||C − Ĉ||1 + ||D − D̂||1 + ||D1/2 − D̂1/2||1.
Notably, we do not use a validity mask during training which is common in depth and
scene coordinate regression work. This encourages the network to explicitly learn areas of
the image which do not have valid depth data in the training set. We train this stage for 50
epochs with the Adam optimizer [35] using an initial learning rate of 1e−4. The learning
rate is reduced by a factor of 0.1 every 20 epochs. The output depth is mapped to the range
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[0, 1] using the sigmoid activation and we normalize the target depth about the mean as in
CodeSLAM [5]. For each scene, we determine the mean scene coordinate and subtract this
value from the target scene coordinates for optimization. At inference, the mean is added to
the scene coordinate outputs. We use α = 0.5 for weighting the loss on the half resolution
depth prediction.
In the second stage, we train the weighting network with scene coordinates and camera
coordinates from the previous step. We apply a sigmoid activation at the end of our weight-
ing network such that weight values are in the range [0, 1]. We train this stage for 10 epochs
with the Adam optimizer using a learning rate of 1e−3. While we do not explicitly have
loss terms on the depth and scene coordinate outputs in this stage, we do allow the relevant
network weights to update by using a learning rate of 1e−6. This stage is purely optimized
for the accuracy of the final pose rotation,R, and translation, ~T with the following function:
Lpose = ||R− R̂||1 + ||~T − ~̂T ||1.
All input images are resized to 640×480, resulting in an output depth and scene coordinate
resolution of 80× 60.
The backbone of our network is ResNet34 [27]. The depth and scene coordinate sub-
networks share the first half of the backbone and split after the second residual block. The
scene coordinate regression sub-network consists of a series of 3× 3 stride 1 convolutions
with ReLU activations. The depth network is based on the LinkNet [14] segmentation
network. The weighting network is a series of 3 × 3 stride 1 convolutions with ReLU
activations.
3.4 Evaluation
We evaluate our method both quantitatively and qualitatively through a variety of experi-
ments using well-known benchmark datasets.
3.4.1 Datasets
We report results on two common benchmark datasets. The 7Scenes dataset is a collection
of 7 unique indoor scenes of varying size and localization difficulty. Each scene has a set
of sequences containing 500 or 1000 frames of RGB, depth, and pose information resulting
in 1000 to 7000 frames for training. The 12Scenes [60] dataset is a more difficult indoor
dataset for absolute pose regression. It contains few training images relative to the size of
the space for each scene which makes training accurate absolute pose regression models
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difficult, whereas structure-based methods perform very well on this dataset. For each
scene in these datasets, ground-truth depth labels are found by ray-casting into structure-
from-motion models using the ground-truth pose information. The pose and depth labels
are used for computing ground-truth scene coordinates.
3.4.2 Quantitative Evaluation
Table 3.1 shows how our method compares to several RGB only direct pose estimation
methods on the 7Scenes dataset. For “SC-conf” we report the 2D-3D, single hypothesis
metric which uses only RGB input. We only report for the heads scene because this is all
that is reported in the paper and a public implementation is not provided by the authors.
For “ESAC no RANSAC” we used the scene coordinate regressors from ESAC and used
the EPnP [36] algorithm for final pose estimation without RANSAC or refinement. Our
method dominates all other methods in rotation accuracy. Our rotation error is often less
than 70% of the next best method, and is better by at least 7% in all cases. While not as
dominant for position error, we match or outperform the next best method in all but two
scenarios, one of which we obtain very similar results. The only scene where our method
is significantly outperformed is stairs. This scene is very challenging even for indirect
methods [55]. Note that while our method does require depth ground-truth for training, we
still show significant improvements over other methods that make use of depth for training,
such as Geo-PoseNet [33]. Like all of these approaches, we make use of only the input
RGB imagery without depth input at test time.
While it is clear that our approach outperforms all direct absolute pose regression meth-
ods, it is important to also compare to indirect methods that rely on techniques such as im-
age retrieval, RANSAC, correspondence matching, etc. Table 3.2 shows how our method
compares to several recent indirect methods. Our method outperforms several of these
methods. It typically takes several additional techniques in order for a method to signifi-
cantly outperform our direct method.
We show the cumulative histogram of errors for all images from the 7Scenes dataset
in Figure 3.2 comparing our method to PoseNet, MapNet, and the scene oracle approach
from ESAC [9]. Additionally, Figure 3.2 shows to the same methods for overall accuracy
on the complete dataset. While the improvement from PoseNet to MapNet is minor, our
method shows a significant improvement over MapNet. These comparisons better illustrate
that while our method is still less accurate than the most effective single image localization
methods, it provides a sizable improvement over the next best direct method.
Additional results on 12Scenes are shown in Table 3.3. These scenes are very difficult
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Table 3.1: Direct pose estimation results on 7Scenes compared to other methods (median
position in meters/median rotation in degrees). We outperform all methods in rotation ac-
curacy, typically by several degrees. Our method is only outperformed in position error for
2 scenes, and the difference is minor relative to the improvements in performance overall.
Method Chess Fire Heads Office Pumpkin Kitchen Stairs Avg.
PoseNet [34] 0.32/8.12 0.47/14.4 0.29/12.0 0.48/7.68 0.47/8.42 0.59/8.64 0.47/13.8 0.44/10.44
PoseNet Learned Weights [33] 0.14/4.50 0.27/11.8 0.18/12.1 0.20/5.77 0.25/4.82 0.24/5.52 0.37/10.6 0.24/7.87
Geo PoseNet [33] 0.13/4.48 0.27/11.3 0.17/13.0 0.19/5.55 0.26/4.75 0.23/5.35 0.35/12.4 0.23/8.12
LSTM PoseNet [61] 0.24/5.77 0.34/11.9 0.21/13.7 0.30/8.08 0.33/7.00 0.37/8.83 0.40/13.7 0.31/9.85
GPoseNet [13] 0.20/7.11 0.38/12.3 0.21/13.8 0.28/8.83 0.37/6.94 0.35/8.15 0.37/12.5 0.31/9.95
Hourglass PN [41] 0.15/6.17 0.27/10.8 0.19/11.6 0.21/8.48 0.25/7.01 0.27/10.2 0.29/12.5 0.23/9.54
BranchNet [64] 0.18/5.17 0.34/8.99 0.20/14.2 0.30/7.05 0.27/5.10 0.33/7.40 0.38/10.3 0.29/8.32
MapNet [11] 0.08/3.25 0.27/11.7 0.18/13.3 0.17/5.15 0.22/4.02 0.23/4.93 0.30/12.1 0.21/7.78
MapNet++ [11] 0.10/3.17 0.20/9.04 0.13/11.1 0.18/5.38 0.19/3.92 0.20/5.01 0.30/13.4 0.19/7.29
Sequence Enhancement [65] 0.09/3.28 0.26/10.92 0.17/12.70 0.18/ 5.45 0.20/3.66 0.23/4.92 0.23/11.3 0.19/7.46
ESAC no RANSAC 0.12/2.96 0.28/7.58 1.04/60.68 0.48/9.05 0.21/4.32 0.31/6.88 0.58/10.25 0.43/14.53
SC-conf no RANSAC [12] - - 0.18/10.6 - - - - -


























Figure 3.2: Cumulative histograms of error for all scenes from 7Scenes for several meth-
ods, truncated to 1 meter and 25 degrees error. We also report the accuracy at 5 cm and 5
degree error thresholds.
for PoseNet-style approaches, leading to very poor performance. However, our method is
able to achieve accuracy very similar to PnLP, a method that performs retrieval, correspon-
dence matching, RANSAC, and refinement.
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Table 3.2: We compare to indirect pose estimation methods that rely on some combina-
tion of retrieval (Ret), image correspondence (Cor), hypothesis averaging (Avg), RANSAC
(RAN), and refinement (Ref). We highlight in red instances where a method is outper-
formed by our approach. Results are shown as the average median error across all scenes
from 7Scenes.
Method Error Additional Steps
Ours 0.15/4.55
Bayesian PN [32] 0.47/9.81 Avg
MapNet+PGO [11] 0.18/6.56 Ref
DenseVLAD [58] 0.26/13.11 Ret
AnchorNet [49] 0.10/6.74 Avg
RelocNet [2] 0.21/6.73 Ret, Avg
PnLP [43] 0.12/3.93 Ret, Cor, RAN, Ref
Active Search [51] 0.05/2.46 Cor, RAN, Ref
SCoRe [55] 0.08/1.60 RAN, Ref
SC-conf [12] 0.06/3.06 RAN, Ref
CamNet [19] 0.04/1.69 Ret, Avg
SANet [66] 0.05/1.68 Ret, Cor, RAN, Ref
ESAC [9] 0.03/0.95 RAN, Ref
Table 3.3: Comparison of median position and orientation error for several methods on the
12Scenes dataset.
PoseNet Ours PnLP ESAC
Kitchen1 0.29/15.48 0.08/4.45 0.09/4.1 0.01/0.44
Living1 0.29/15.31 0.08/2.50 0.08/2.9 0.01/0.43
Kitchen2 0.21/18.18 0.08/2.96 0.10/3.7 0.01/0.46
Living2 0.31/23.58 0.09/3.13 0.10/4.7 0.01/0.40
Bed 0.57/17.85 0.07/3.87 0.12/5.7 0.01/0.46
Luke 0.35/20.07 0.12/4.82 0.14/5.5 0.01/0.59
Office 5a 0.57/14.55 0.10/5.08 0.09/3.6 0.01/0.59
Office 5b 0.47/15.49 0.09/2.57 0.10/3.7 0.02/0.59
Lounge 0.29/18.42 0.07/2.53 0.10/3.5 0.02/0.61
Manolis 0.22/17.45 0.09/3.52 0.09/3.7 0.01/0.53
Gates362 0.27/16.71 0.06/2.04 0.10/4.7 0.01/0.46
Gates381 0.37/20.52 0.12/5.02 0.11/4.4 0.01/0.67
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3.4.3 Ablation Study
We evaluate several different configurations of our approach. First we evaluate the pose
performance of the output depth and scene coordinates before the pose optimization step
has occurred. Next, we evaluate the effect of our correspondence weighting network by
evaluating pose both with and without the predicted weighting. Additionally, we show
results which use a masked version of Lgeom which only considers valid regions of the
image in loss computation. Ablation study results are given in Table 3.4.
Effect of the Pose Optimization Stage First we test the pose optimization stage. This
is the second stage of training that optimizes directly for pose accuracy through Lpose.
Surprisingly, the outputs prior to this stage are reasonable. However, in many cases we see
a slight decrease in median error from the pose optimization stage even when not applying
the correspondence weighting, indicating that depth and scene coordinate estimates were
improved.
Effect of Correspondence Weighting Next, we see the effect of using the predicted
correspondence weighting. As expected, the application of the weights drastically reduces
the error.This shows that the weighting network is learning to accurately segment incorrect
correspondences.
Effect of Validity Mask Training It is common in dense prediction tasks such as depth
estimation and scene coordinate regression to train only against “valid” data, that is, pixels
where ground-truth labels are available. Our final test shows the results of applying a
validity mask to Lgeom. While performance is similar, we found that training without the
Table 3.4: We compare the effect of each component of our system for all scenes of
7Scenes. Pose opt indicates that the pose optimization stage that optimizes Lpose has been
performed. Cor weighting indicates that the learned correspondence weights are being
applied. Loss mask indicates that a validity mask was used with Lgeom during training.
Pose Cor Loss
Opt Weighting Mask Chess Fire Heads Office Pumpkin Kitchen Stairs
0.36/10.72 0.29/9.06 0.23/12.69 0.15/3.81 0.21/4.92 0.17/4.10 0.35/8.15
X 0.36/10.70 0.26/9.10 0.22/12.4 0.14/3.68 0.20/4.86 0.16/4.08 0.34/7.89
X 0.08/2.27 0.23/6.01 0.14/7.75 0.11/2.70 0.15/3.47 0.13/2.93 0.31/7.14
X X 0.08/2.17 0.21/6.14 0.13/7.93 0.11/2.65 0.14/3.34 0.12/2.75 0.29/6.88
X 0.14/3.70 0.25/8.41 0.23/15.52 0.14/3.59 0.17/3.86 0.16/4.21 0.30/7.89
X X X 0.08/2.46 0.21/5.51 0.16/10.67 0.11/2.75 0.18/4.17 0.14/2.99 0.29/6.36
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validity mask results in improved performance in most cases. An interesting result to note
is that when training with the loss mask it is possible to get results on par with, and in
many cases much better than, many other direct pose estimation methods from Table 3.1
even without correspondence weighting. Performance in this case is better than in the case
of not using a validity mask during training due to the mean subtraction of the point clouds
in the alignment phase. The unmasked loss results in zeros being predicted, which while
they can be easily detected and ignored by the correspondence weighting CNN, negatively
effect the point cloud centroids. On the other hand, loss masking prevents zero values from
being predicted. Though error still decreases in this case with the use of the predicted
weights. We show example results of training with or without the validity mask in Lgeom
in Figure 3.3.
Training With Mask Training Without Mask
Input Depth SC Depth SC
Figure 3.3: Qualitative results from training with or without a validity mask: (left) input
image, (middle) output depth and scene coordinates (SC) trained using the validity mask,
and (right) outputs trained without this mask. Note that these are not ground-truth labels.
Training without the mask forces the network to recognize unknown areas.
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3.4.4 Qualitative Results
Qualitative outputs of depth, scene coordinates, and correspondence weights are shown in
Figure 3.4. To assess the quality of the estimated scene geometry and final pose estimate,
the endpoint error after applying the regressed pose to the predicted point clouds is also
given. The endpoint error is clamped to 1m for visualization purposes, with dark colors
representing lower values and bright colors representing high values. Overall, it appears
that the weighting is learning to recognize regions which are inconsistent with the rest of
the point clouds. This is apparent as the output weights are often similar and opposite to
the endpoint error after applying the pose. For example, the second row shows an example
where the predicted scene coordinates are accurate, but the depth prediction is incorrect.
This is correctly captured in the weighting network. The bottom row shows a difficult
failure case. The depth estimates are reasonable, but the high noise present in the scene
coordinates confuses the weighting network, leading to an incorrect pose.
We show qualitative results on images from the 12Scenes dataset in Figure 3.5. Com-
pared to the 7Scenes dataset, it is less common for images to contain large regions that have
no depth information during training. As such, the weighting CNN produces more varied
weights in general because it can no longer depend on obviously incorrect points. This can
result in seemingly strange results, such as row 5 in Figure 3.5. Note, however, that even
with these strange correspondence weights, the final re-projection error is typically low.
3.4.5 Results on Outdoor Scenes
We show quantitative results on common outdoor scenes from the Cambridge Landmarks
dataset [34] in Table 3.5. While our approach does not work as well in this scenario as
it does for the indoor scenes from the main paper due to the low quality depth labels, it
still performs competitively on all scenes, and is the best method for the Hospital scene
by a large margin. On average our method is best for position error, but the ResNet based
PoseNet [33] performs best on orientation error. This is surprising since PoseNet was not
competitive even against other similar methods on 7Scenes. This shows the difficulty of this
dataset for direct pose estimation methods. Note that this is among the most challenging
scenarios for our method because of the poor quality of the depth labels generated from
rendering from sparse structure-from-motion (SfM) keypoints. Due to the explicit nature
of our method, utilizing a better SfM tool to generate more accurate depth images will
directly lead to better performance. Examples of depth labels found in the dataset are
shown in Figure 3.6. While there are many areas that have missing depth (depth=0), this
is not an issue for our method as we can ignore these pixels during training. However,
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Network Outputs Computed
Input Depth Scene Coords Weights Endpoint Error
Figure 3.4: Example network outputs on the 7Scenes dataset. Depth, scene coordinates,
and weights are direct outputs of our network. The endpoint error is computed by applying
the regressed pose to the estimated camera coordinates and comparing to the estimated
scene coordinates. The bottom three row shows failure cases with a bad final pose results
caused by poor scene coordinate estimates.
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Network Outputs Computed
Input Depth Scene Coords Weights Endpoint Error
Figure 3.5: Example network outputs for 12Scenes images. Depth, scene coordinates, and
weights are direct outputs of our network. The endpoint error is computed by applying
the regressed pose to the scene coordinates and clamped to 1 for visualization. For depth,
weights, and endpoint error, brighter means a higher value. Row labels are shown on the
left for referencing in text.
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Figure 3.6: Examples of errors in depth labels for Cambridge Landmarks images. Many
areas that should have invalid depth are assigned depth values. There are many incorrect
depth assignments in general. Dark areas are regions with no depth label (depth=0).
Table 3.5: Direct pose estimation results on Cambridge Landmarks compared to other
methods (median position in meters/median rotation in degrees).
Sequence
Method College Hospital Shop Church Avg
PoseNet [34] 1.92/5.40 2.31/5.38 1.46/8.08 2.65/8.48 2.08/6.83
PoseNet Learned Weights [33] 0.99/1.06 2.17/2.94 1.05/3.97 1.49/3.43 1.43/2.85
Geo PoseNet [33] 0.88/1.04 3.20/3.29 0.88/3.78 1.57/3.32 1.63/2.86
LSTM PoseNet [61] 0.99/3.65 1.51/4.29 1.18/7.44 1.52/6.68 1.30/5.51
GPoseNet [13] 1.61/2.29 2.62/3.89 1.14/5.73 2.93/6.46 2.08/4.59
SVS-Pose [42] 1.06/2.81 1.50/4.03 0.63/5.73 2.11/8.11 1.32/5.17
MapNet [11] 1.07/1.89 1.94/3.91 1.49/4.22 2.00/4.53 1.62/3.64
Ours 1.19/2.16 1.11/1.92 0.95/6.82 1.37/4.45 1.16/3.84
there are a large number of sky pixels which are incorrectly labeled with depth, as well as
erroneous depth values in general. These errors are an issue for our method because they
result in incorrect supervision during training. However, as mentioned earlier, even with
these labels our method performs well, and there is a clear path to improvement from better
label generation alone.
Due to the poor depth quality and fewer training examples per scene, we use the masked
version of Lgeom and train for more epochs compared to indoor scenes. For the geometry
optimization phase, we train for 100 epochs with an initial learning rate of 1e−4 and reduce
the learning rate by a factor of 0.5 every 40 epochs. For the pose optimization phase, we
train for 20 epochs with a learning rate of 1e−3 on the weighting CNN parameters and
1e−4 on the depth and scene coordinate CNN parameters. The higher learning rate on the
geometry prediction parameters is similar to the the re-projection error optimization phase
of DSAC++ [8] due to the error in ground-truth scene coordinate labels.
We show visualizations of network outputs on several Cambridge Landmarks inputs in
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Figure 3.7. Notice that even in areas where depth and scene coordinate predictions seem
good, the predicted weights tend to focus on a smaller area. This is apparent mostly in the
Kings College scene, examples of which are shown in rows 2 and 8. Also, in row 6 we can
see a difficult case where most of the image is a tree, leading to bad predictions. This is
reflected in the weights as all predicted correspondence weights for this example are very
low. Overall, even with the noisy depth labels, the weighting mechanism is able to capture
which points are more reliable for final pose computation.
3.5 Discussion
While it is uncertain in general how exactly CNNs see depth in monocular images [18],
it is clear in our case that both the depth and scene coordinate networks are effectively
memorizing scene layout and geometry. Luckily, in the case of single image localization,
this is precisely what is desired. This type of memorization, unlike PoseNet, works well
for pose estimation because the memorized objects have semantic and structural meaning.
Instead of interpolating between a set of learned poses, we are able to exploit the high
capacity of the network to effectively store two 3D copies of the scene which can then be
recalled and used for pose estimation.
We believe this is advantageous over the less explicit PoseNet approaches for several
reasons. First, as we have shown, this allows for much lower error in general across a
wide variety of scenes. Second, this allows for explainable pose estimation. For PoseNet-
style methods, it is difficult to quantify what about an image makes it difficult for pose
regression. On the other hand, the intermediate outputs of our method allow for explicit
evaluation of geometric consistency. We believe this added benefit of explainability will
be useful for investigating the shortcomings of direct pose estimation, leading to better
architecture and optimization design choices.
3.6 Conclusion
We presented a pose estimation approach that has many of the desirable properties of
PoseNet-style approaches in that it is fully differentiable, uses only feed-forward process-
ing, and has a constant runtime, but significantly improves accuracy. Unlike PoseNet,
which uses a generic CNN to perform pose estimation, our approach is composed of mod-
ules with specific geometric functions. While our approach has not achieved the accuracy
of the SOTA indirect pose estimation methods, it begins to close the performance gap.
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Network Outputs Computed
Input Depth Scene Coords Weights Endpoint Error
Figure 3.7: Example network outputs for Cambridge Landmarks images. Depth, scene
coordinates, and weights are direct outputs of our network. The endpoint error is computed
by applying the regressed pose to the scene coordinates and clamped to 1 for visualization.
For depth, weights, and endpoint error, brighter means a higher value. Row labels are
shown on the left for referencing in text.
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Chapter 4
Factoring Out Scene Dependence in
Absolute Pose Regression
We address the problem of absolute pose regression across multiples scenes using a mostly
shared network. We build off of the results of Chapter 3. With a straightforward modifica-
tion, our architecture explicitly partitions scene-dependent and scene-agnostic components,
which means we can simultaneously train for pose estimation across multiple scenes, as
well as add new scenes without retraining the entire CNN. We extensively evaluate our ap-
proach on an existing benchmark. We find that our approach is more accurate than existing
absolute pose regression networks, and the scene-independent components are useful for
localizing in novel scenes.
4.1 Background
The task of localizing a single image has a long history in computer vision. With applica-
tions ranging from autonomous navigation to mixed reality, it plays a vital role in several
established and emerging technologies. As such, this is a highly active research area. Tra-
ditional approaches rely on feature matching at either pixel [51] or image scale [29] to
determine correspondences between texture information present in the image and known
3D landmarks of the scene. Recently, much work has focused instead on applying deep
convolutional neural networks (CNN) to this task [34]. This class of methods, referred to
as absolute pose regression, requires no feature matching steps, instead regressing camera
pose directly as the output of a CNN. This approach has many benefits over traditional
methods, namely constant time performance regardless of scene size or complexity.
However, there are also several weaknesses of absolute pose regression. Perhaps the
most apparent is the often low accuracy of the regressed pose relative to more expensive
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structure-based methods [52]. An important, but less obvious, issue is the requirement
to train each network for a specific scene. Whereas traditional approaches rely on very
explicit map representations such as dense point clouds or image databases, pose regression
networks work by learning an implicit mapping of the scene, represented by the parameters
of the network. Thus, the weights obtained from training on one scene will not in general
be applicable to a new scene. While training separate networks for each scene is simple to
do, it requires significant time and storage to obtain high quality pose regression models
for a large corpus of scenes. Though some work focuses on the use of neural networks
for scene-agnostic pose estimation with CNNs [19, 43, 66], these methods rely on image
retrieval as a first step. Extending absolute pose regression to multiple scenes is a problem
that has largely been ignored. Our work in Chapter 2 is the first work in this direction.
We propose a method for performing absolute pose regression across multiple scenes
that is extendable to novel scenes, and has no need for an initial retrieval step or hypothesis
sampling. We use the architecture proposed in Chapter 3. Our approach represents pose
estimation as the rigid alignment of two 3D point sets. From a single image, we perform
dense scene coordinate regression, which results in a set of 3D scene-frame coordinates,
and dense monocular depth estimation, which can be combined with camera geometry to
compute a set of 3D camera-frame coordinates. These point sets form explicit correspon-
dences from which we extract camera pose by registration using the Kabsch method [31].
A benefit of our approach is that the majority of our network is explicitly scene-agnostic;
only the subnetwork related to scene coordinate regression requires per-scene optimization.
Our proposed method has many advantages over existing absolute pose regression ap-
proaches: 1) it achieves lower pose error than competing single-scene absolute pose regres-
sion approaches, 2) it is structured to enable multi-scene training, instead of optimizing one
scene at a time as is typical, and 3) the pretrained model can be applied to new scenes with
only the need to optimize a scene-specific subnetwork.
• Application of a shared network that is used for pose regression across multiple
scenes.
• A method for absolute pose regression in new scenes without the need for end-to-end
pose training which maintains accuracy on previously trained scenes.
4.2 Related Work
Absolute pose regression from single images began with PoseNet [34]. This seminal work
showed the feasibility of learning implicit representations of scenes to directly regress pose.
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Unlike traditional approaches, absolute pose regression requires no expensive image re-
trieval or correspondence marching steps. While initial results exhibited relatively high
pose error, performance quickly improved with network modification [33,41,61] and more
robust training [11, 33, 65]. However, these works have focused on single scene localiza-
tion, ignoring the problem of using a common network to localize across multiple scenes at
once. In Chapter 2 we proposed a method that extends the standard PoseNet architecture
to multiple scenes. However, the trained models do not generalize to novel scenes. In this
work, we propose a method for multi-scene absolute pose regression that naturally extends
to new scenes.
Alternatives to absolute pose regression address this problem of scene-independence
implicitly. By changing the problem to image retrieval followed by relative pose estima-
tion, localization can be performed in any environment as long as it is represented in the
image database. An extremely effective approach that follows this pattern is CamNet [19],
which retrieves similar images based on a CNN image feature and uses the retrieved images
along with the query to perform relative pose estimation with a Siamese CNN architecture.
This approach achieves accuracy on par with traditional geometric approaches, but requires
two rounds of image retrieval. This, along with a forward pass through the CNN for each
retrieved image, makes this very expensive compared to the single forward pass of absolute
pose regression. Alternative methods [43,66] use the retrieved images to perform scene co-
ordinate regression for each pixel of the input image. Once the scene coordinates are found,
the 2D-3D correspondences are used with the perspective-n-point (PnP) algorithm [21] to
determine the camera pose.
Scene coordinate regression is currently among the state of the art for single image
localization with a CNN. Scene specific approaches such as DSAC++ [8] map each pixel
of the input image directly to 3D scene coordinates using a CNN. Similar to absolute pose
regression, the CNN effectively learns a functional map of the scene, which is then recalled
during inference. However, we differentiate these methods from absolute pose regression
because scene coordinates do not provide pose directly, and PnP with RANSAC [21] must
be applied to get the final pose. Because of this, this method is relatively slow, often
taking> 100ms for final pose determination, compared to only around 5ms for an absolute
pose regression method such as PoseNet. Our method is functionally equivalent to a CNN
alternative to PnP algorithms. Unlike traditional PnP algorithms, we use a CNN to compute
per pixel depth from both the image and estimated scene coordinates. Thus, we view
or approach as an absolute pose regression network that uses geometrically meaningful
intermediate features.
Metric correct depth estimates from a single image have been used successfully for
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visual odometry and SLAM [15, 57, 67]. These works show that depth estimates from a
CNN are good enough to perform accurate pose estimation. Unlike scene coordinates,
depth is independent of camera location, and a single monocular depth CNN can be trained
for images from arbitrary environments. By jointly learning depth and scene coordinates,
we effectively turn absolute pose regression into a point cloud alignment problem with
correspondences. Wang and Solomon [62] show that this problem can be effectively solved
in an end-to-end CNN setting using the Kabsch method [31].
4.3 Approach
We describe our single image localization approach. This network was first proposed in
Chapter 3, but we review it here and discuss the scene dependence of each component. We
factor pose regression into three components, (1) dense scene coordinate regression, (2)
dense monocular depth estimation, and (3) point cloud alignment. Both point clouds used
for registration are estimated from a single image, with no need for multiple image inputs
or image retrieval for correspondence estimation. We begin by giving an overview of our
network architecture, then provide a detailed discussion of each component.
4.3.1 Architecture
An overview of our approach is shown in Figure 4.1. Our network is divided into three ma-
jor components. The first performs scene coordinate regression. These scene coordinates,
along with the input image and camera geometry, are then used to estimate camera-frame
coordinates. This is essentially monocular depth estimation followed by a perspective un-
projection step. Finally, we compute the final camera pose estimate through rigid point
cloud alignment. Each of these steps is modeled by differentiable network components,
allowing for end-to-end optimization for camera pose.
4.3.2 Scene Coordinate Regression
Scene coordinate regression computes a dense map of 3D scene-frame coordinates from
pixels in the input image. This has been studied extensively in recent years [7, 8, 9, 55].
Because the correspondence between image texture and 3D position in space is largely sta-
ble across changes in view direction, this is effectively a landmark detection task. Given
a single image, the network is optimized directly to regress the dense, 3 channel image,
where each pixel of the output represents the (x, y, z) scene-frame coordinate of the corre-








Figure 4.1: Our absolute pose estimation pipeline. The scene coordinate regression net-
work is the only component that is dependent on the scene. All other parts of the network,
namely depth estimation, correspondence weighting, and rigid alignment are generic and
are applied to all scenes.
the network is optimized using a weighted robust loss [9]:
x = M ||S2 − S ′2||2 (4.1)
Ls(x) = {
x x ≤ α
√
αx x > α.
(4.2)
The weighting mask, M , is set to zero for pixels with no label and one otherwise.
We use the CNN proposed in ESAC [9] for this work. Since scene coordinates are
a property of a unique reference frame, each scene requires a separate network. While a
scene-agnostic scene coordinate regression CNN was proposed by Yang et al. [66], their
method requires an image retrieval step, which we wish to avoid. The scene coordinate
CNN takes as input a 480×640×3 RGB image and produces a lower resolution 60×80×3
scene coordinate map.
4.3.3 Single Image Depth Estimation
We use the original RGB image, along with the estimated scene coordinates from the previ-
ous section, to predict camera-frame coordinates. Camera-frame coordinates are the point
cloud computed from unprojecting depth, using camera focal length, f , and optical center,









These coordinates are independent of any scene reference frame, instead depending only
on the relative position of the observed geometry to the camera. Thus, we use a single
camera-frame coordinate regressor for all scenes.
The backbone of this network is a modified LinkNet [14]. We modify the network to
concatenate scene coordinate information into feature maps after the third downsampling
block and the second upsampling block. We chose these locations to concatenate scene co-
ordinate information because these correspond to the feature maps that match the resolution
of the regressed scene coordinates. Instead of concatenating the true scene coordinates, we
first subtract their mean. This removes coordinate frame specific information, while still
providing relative depth information to the network. Because we only need depth at the
same resolution as the scene coordinate image, the final two upsampling blocks are re-
moved. We place a sigmoid activation on the final layer to output a mean normalized depth
as in CodeSLAM [5]. We optimize the depth network using a weighted L1 loss. Given
ground truth depth D, network prediction D′, average depth a, and validity mask, M :
Ld =
∑
pixelsM ||D − (a/D′ − a)||1∑
pixelsM
. (4.4)
4.3.4 Camera Pose from Point Estimates
We follow the the approach from Section 3.3.3. We give a bried overview here. Given
the predicted scene coordinates and the camera-frame coordinates obtained from unpro-
jecting the estimated depth, we perform registration using the Kabsch method [31]. This is
possible because the pixel coordinate maps produce direct correspondences between scene
coordinates and camera-frame coordinates. Since all components of Kabsch are differen-
tiable, we can optimize our network in an end-to-end manner directly for pose.
After both scene coordinate and camera-frame coordinate networks are trained, we
used the Kabsch algorithm for final pose training. For ground-truth rotation matrix R and
position vector ~T , with corresponding network predictions R′ and ~T ′, we optimize the
following objective
Lpose = ||R−R′||1 + β||~T − ~T ′||1,
where β is a loss weighting term.
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4.4 Evaluation
We evaluate our method for absolute pose regression across multiple scenes from a com-
mon benchmark dataset. We first evaluate in the single scene scenario to compare against
existing absolute pose regression methods. Next, we show performance when using the
shared network architecture across multiple scenes. Finally, we show how the scene-
independent components of our method can perform accurate pose estimation in novel
scenes, comparing to traditional perspective-n-point algorithms. We report all error met-
rics as median position/orientation error in meters/degrees.
4.4.1 Datasets
We evaluate on the common 7Scenes [55] dataset for single image localization. 7Scenes
contains seven unique scenes of varying difficulty and spatial size. Each scene contains
thousands of training images taken across different video sequences. For every scene, all
frames contain RGB color, full resolution depth, and 6 degree-of-freedom (DOF) pose
information computed using an accurate structure-from-motion (SfM) method. For this
task, the raw depth maps were not used. Instead, the depth is generated using the ground-
truth poses along with the dense SfM model to ray cast accurate depth values for each pixel
of the RGB image. We use the labels provided from the official ESAC source code [9].
Pixels with valid depth ( depth > 0 ) are used to produce a per-pixel validity mask used
during training for loss weighting.
4.4.2 Single Scene Pose Regression
First, we evaluate our proposed approach for absolute pose regression in individual scenes.
In order to compare against other state-of-the-art methods, we train a single network for
each scene individually. Results are shown in Table 4.1. This is similar to results from
Chapter 3, but we use a different network so we report the results here. For reference we
also report the results from Chapter 3 to show that the choice of network is not of signif-
icant importance. Overall, our method performs very well against these other approaches.
In many cases, we significantly outperform the next best method in both position and orien-
tation error. Even in the worst case, we outperform nearly all other methods. We attribute
this to the inclusion of explicit geometric reasoning in our approach.
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Table 4.1: Absolute pose regression results on 7Scenes compared to other methods (median
position in meters/median rotation in degrees). We train our method individually on each
scene for fair comparison. In most cases, our method is the best.
Sequence
Method Chess Fire Heads Office Pumpkin Kitchen Stairs Avg
PoseNet [34] 0.32/8.12 0.47/14.4 0.29/12.0 0.48/7.68 0.47/8.42 0.59/8.64 0.47/13.8 0.44/10.44
PoseNet Learned Weights [33] 0.14/4.50 0.27/11.8 0.18/12.1 0.20/5.77 0.25/4.82 0.24/5.52 0.37/10.6 0.24/7.87
Geo PoseNet [33] 0.13/4.48 0.27/11.3 0.17/13.0 0.19/5.55 0.26/4.75 0.23/5.35 0.35/12.4 0.23/8.12
LSTM PoseNet [61] 0.24/5.77 0.34/11.9 0.21/13.7 0.30/8.08 0.33/7.00 0.37/8.83 0.40/13.7 0.31/9.85
GPoseNet [13] 0.20/7.11 0.38/12.3 0.21/13.8 0.28/8.83 0.37/6.94 0.35/8.15 0.37/12.5 0.31/9.95
Hourglass PN [41] 0.15/6.17 0.27/10.8 0.19/11.6 0.21/8.48 0.25/7.01 0.27/10.2 0.29/12.5 0.23/9.54
BranchNet [64] 0.18/5.17 0.34/8.99 0.20/14.2 0.30/7.05 0.27/5.10 0.33/7.40 0.38/10.3 0.29/8.32
MapNet [11] 0.08/3.25 0.27/11.7 0.18/13.3 0.17/5.15 0.22/4.02 0.23/4.93 0.30/12.1 0.21/7.78
MapNet++ [11] 0.10/3.17 0.20/9.04 0.13/11.1 0.18/5.38 0.19/3.92 0.20/5.01 0.30/13.4 0.19/7.29
Sequence Enhancement [65] 0.09/3.28 0.26/10.92 0.17/12.70 0.18/ 5.45 0.20/3.66 0.23/4.92 0.23/11.3 0.19/7.46
Ours 0.08/2.07 0.19/6.09 0.16/10.98 0.12/3.08 0.15/4.15 0.13/3.74 0.30/11.00 0.16/5.87
Ours ( Chapter 3) 0.08/2.17 0.21/6.14 0.13/7.93 0.11/2.65 0.14/3.34 0.12/2.75 0.29/6.88 0.15/4.55
Table 4.2: Results on multi-scene training. Each method was trained on all scene simulta-
neously. We also compare against a variant of our method, Ours (RGB → D), which does
not use scene coordinates as input for depth estimation, only the image.
Sequence
Method Chess Fire Heads Office Pumpkin Kitchen Stairs Avg
PoseNet (all) 0.15/4.85 0.28/13.13 0.30/11.54 0.23/6.34 0.29/5.34 0.29/6.98 0.35/10.63 0.27/8.40
MSPN 0.09/4.76 0.29/10.50 0.16/13.10 0.16/6.80 0.19/5.50 0.21/6.61 0.31/11.63 0.20/8.41
Ours (RGB→ D) 0.08/2.23 0.19/5.93 0.20/13.48 0.14/3.61 0.15/4.06 0.14/3.87 0.30/8.73 0.17/5.99
Ours 0.07/2.00 0.15/5.19 0.19/12.29 0.12/3.40 0.14/4.00 0.13/3.69 0.39/9.99 0.17/5.79
4.4.3 Multi-scene Pose Regression
Next, we evaluate our method on pose regression across multiple scenes. Note that we
assume that the general location of the camera is known, i.e., the camera is in the Chess
scene, and instead focus on the ability to use a shared CNN for absolute pose regression.
Other work has shown that even simple scene classifiers can achieve extremely high accu-
racy [9,55], and these methods could easily be incorporated into our work for course-to-fine
localization if desired.
We compare against two multi-scene absolute pose regression baselines. The first is
a single PoseNet trained on all scenes at once, which we refer to as PoseNet (all). For
this, we use the PoseNet architecture and training proposed by Kendall et al [33]. It uses a
ResNet-34 feature extractor and learned loss weighting. We also use the MSPN approach
from Chapter 2. This second baseline uses a shared backbone amongst all scenes and
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scene-specific final regression layers. Table 4.2 shows the results of this experiment. Our
approach is, in most cases, a significant improvement over the baselines.
We also show the results of our method if we choose to not use scene coordinates
as input to the depth estimation network, denoted as Ours (RGB− > D). In this case,
we perform standard monocular depth estimation using only the RGB image input, as in
Chapter 3. While this version of our approach performs better in some cases, overall adding
scene coordinates improves performance. We believe this is because the scene coordinates
provide the network with estimates of relative depth, which aid in absolute depth prediction.
4.4.4 Evaluation on Novel Scenes
A benefit of our method is the ability to easily use the shared portion of the network on new
scenes without the need for retraining. To test this, we first train a network on 6 out of 7
scenes, and evaluate on the held out scene. For the held out scene, only the scene-specific
scene coordinate regression network has been trained. Results are shown in Table 4.3. In
the case of the MSPN finetuned baseline, the shared feature extractor is frozen, and only
the scene-specific regression layers are optimized. This is done so that performance on
previously trained scenes is not lost. From the very high error in this MSPN baseline, it is
clear that the shared feature extractor is not good enough for localizing in new scenes, even
when the final scene-specific layers are optimized for the new scene. However, because
our method is based on explicit geometric predictions, the shared network can still be
effectively applied to new scenes. In this sense, our approach is a CNN based alternative
to general PnP algorithms. To show this, we also compare to the EPnP algorithm [36]
applied to the full scene-coordinate output. This method, unlike the common P3P methods,
takes an arbitrary number of points, making it a fair comparison as a non-RANSAC based
approach. We also tried to use a differentiable implementation of the EPnP algorithm to
train a weighting network. We tried the method of Dang et al. [17] as well as the weighting
network used for our method, but neither method converged. While performance for our
method is reduced compared to the case where the evaluated scene was part of the training
set, it is still comparable to several single-scene pose regression approaches, such as the
original PoseNet [34] and LSTM PoseNet [61]. More importantly, it is competitive with
EPnP, especially in the difficult scenes such as Heads and Stairs. Note that since we do
no finetuning of the shared network components with the new scene, the pose error on
previously trained scenes is unaffected.
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Table 4.3: Pose error results for held out scenes (median position in meters/ median ori-
entation in degrees). In this case, each scene was evaluated using depth and weighting
networks trained without examples from the given scene. Our method significantly outper-
forms MSPN, and manages to beat EPnP in many cases. For reference, we show results
from the original PoseNet paper, trained on single scene. In nearly all cases, our method
outperforms PoseNet even though PoseNet is trained specifically for the single scene.
Chess Fire Heads Office Pumpkin Red Kitchen Stairs Avg
PoseNet [34] 0.32/8.12 0.47/14.4 0.29/12.0 0.48/7.68 0.47/8.42 0.59/8.64 0.47/13.8 0.44/10.44
MSPN (finetune) 0.82/23.28 0.76/31.39 0.44/23.15 0.98/ 45.69 0.76/29.86 1.32/33.37 0.69/32.95 0.82/31.38
EPnP [36] 0.12/2.96 0.28/7.58 1.04/60.68 0.48/9.05 0.21/4.32 0.31/6.88 0.58/10.25 0.43/14.53
Ours 0.24/6.58 0.32/10.40 0.29/18.97 0.28/6.31 0.35/7.81 0.28/6.51 0.37/8.28 0.30/9.27
4.4.5 Endpoint Error vs. Pose Error
A major benefit of our method is the ability to estimate pose quality without the need
for ground truth pose data. To do this, we compute the Pearson correlation coefficient r
between the average endpoint error and estimated pose. The endpoint error is computed
by taking the average euclidean distance between the estimated scene coordinates and the
camera frame coordinates transformed with the estimated pose. We did this using all test
samples from the entire datset. Results are shown in Figure 4.2. We also compare to the
more accurate PnP RANSAC method, were we compute the pixel reprojection error instead
of endpoint error. For both cases of our method, there is a moderately strong correlation
between the final endpoint error with both the position error and rotation error. The PnP
RANSAC approach has effectively zero correlation, and the final reprojection error is not
informative about the error of the estimated pose.
Since the correlation between endpoint error and pose error is relatively high for our
method, we can use this relationship to estimate the quality of the pose. In other words,
a high average endpoint error leads to less confidence in the final pose prediction. Our
method is the only absolute pose regression method where this is possible, as all other
methods in literature simply use a black box CNN approach which does not have interme-
diate features that can naturally be used for this kind of analysis.
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(a) Ours, In Training Set











































(b) Ours, Held Out












































Figure 4.2: Correlation between endpoint error or reprojection error and pose error. We
show results for (a) our method when trained on the scene, (b) our method when the scene
is not in the training set, and (c) the typical PnP with RANSAC used on the scene coordi-
nates. For both the in-set and out-of-set cases of our method, there is a moderately strong
correlation between endpoint error and pose error. This is not the case for the PnP method.
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4.4.6 Depth Accuracy
A key part of our method is the choice of depth estimation network. While we could
have chosen a large network and trained it for generic depth estimation, we instead chose
a more shallow network and trained on a per-scene basis for pose estimation. Table 4.4
shows the average depth error for each scene. We compare the depth estimation accuracy
in the case of 1) training with a single scene, 2) training with all scenes, and 3) holding
out the scene. This last case tests the potential ability of our depth networks to transfer to
other scenes. We report mean absolute error, as well as depth accuracy values for different
error thresholds. As expected, we typically observe a gradual decline in depth estimation
quality as we move from the single scene case where much of the scene structure can
be memorized, to the held out case, where no information about the scene was observed
during training. Also, we show that a high percentage of pixels have a depth error of less
than 0.125 meters, so we believe our simple network is sufficient for this task.
4.4.7 Qualitative Results
Examples network outputs are shown in Figure 4.3. For the given input image, we show
the network output scene coordinates, as well as the depth and correspondence weights for
three different inference scenarios: one where we trained only on the single scene, one
where the scene was part of the training set, and one where the scene was held out of
training. Notice that eh depth is sharpest in the single scene training scenario and noisiest
in the held out scenario. However, the depth and weights estimated by the network are
similar in all cases.
4.4.8 Implementation Details
We use pretrained ESAC networks, obtained from the official source repository [6], for our
scene coordinate regression branches. To train the depth branch, we optimize using the
Adam optimizer for 30 epochs with an initial learning rate of 1e−3. The learning rate is
decreased by a factor of 10 after every 10 epochs. We use the mean depth value for the
entire 7Scenes dataset for depth normalization. The weighting network is trained for 10
epochs with a learning rate of 1e− 3. We set β = 1 for Lpose.
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Table 4.4: Depth error on each scene in three scenarios: training with only on scene,
training with all 7 scenes, and holding one scene out during training. Results are reported
in meters.
Sequence
Method Chess Fire Heads Office Pumpkin Kitchen Stairs
Single Scene
Abs Error 0.2318 0.1954 0.1491 0.2367 0.2244 0.2570 0.3515
δ < 0.53 0.4883 0.4743 0.6206 0.3651 0.4164 0.3616 0.3260
δ < 0.52 0.7482 0.7461 0.8371 0.6554 0.7030 0.6349 0.5610
δ < 0.5 0.8968 0.9364 0.9385 0.9011 0.9261 0.8870 0.7959
All Scene
Abs Error 0.2271 0.1842 0.1730 0.2325 0.2591 0.2654 0.4374
δ < 0.53 0.4909 0.4945 0.5817 0.3876 0.3599 0.3580 0.2559
δ < 0.52 0.7499 0.7710 0.7842 0.6694 0.6607 0.6280 0.4535
δ < 0.5 0.8980 0.9493 0.9216 0.9029 0.9044 0.8787 0.7196
Held Out
Abs Error 0.2768 0.2157 0.2425 0.3333 0.3549 0.3386 0.4800
δ < 0.53 0.3759 0.4060 0.3014 0.2212 0.1996 0.2615 0.2316
δ < 0.52 0.6372 0.6893 0.5940 0.4526 0.4479 0.4814 0.4173
δ < 0.5 0.8666 0.9156 0.9119 0.8048 0.8251 0.7910 0.6766
4.5 Conclusions
We proposed a novel approach for absolute pose regression that represents the problem
as the rigid alignment of point sets. From a single image, we perform scene coordinate
regression and depth estimation, producing corresponding point sets from which we ex-
tract camera pose via differentiable registration. An advantage of our approach is that the
majority of the network is scene-independent, enabling training across multiple scenes. To
add new scenes, there is only the need to optimize a scene-specific subnetwork, leaving
the majority of the network untouched. We evaluated our approach on a standard bench-
mark dataset, demonstrating improved performance relative to baseline approaches. We
also show that our approach can be useful for accessing the quality of the pose estimate













Figure 4.3: Example network outputs in different scenarios. Given the input image (first
row), we show the estimated scene coordinates (second row), as well as depth and cor-
respondence weights for single scene trianing (rows 3 and 4), joint training of all scenes
(rows 5 and 6), and held out evaluation (rows 7 and 8). The depth results are slightly noisier




Estimating camera pose from a single image is a challenging problem. While methods for
image retrieval and scene coordinate regression have had great success, direct regression
of the pose without further refinement steps has yet to catch up. Our thesis focused on
improvements to absolute pose regression. We proposed a novel method for absolute pose
regression. Our method improves pose error metrics across a variety of scenes. Also, we
show how to share weights so that a large portion of the network can be shared across
scenes.
5.1 Findings
In Chapter 2 we explored how to use a standard PoseNet [34] in a multi-scene setting. We
showed that a majority of the network can be shared, with only the final layer needing to
be unique for each scene. This modification allows for faster training and greatly reduced
model size while allowing for inference across multiple scenes without an increase in me-
dian error. Specifically, compared to baseline methods such as PoseNet and MapNet [11],
the proposed approach shows roughly equivalent error in many cases while uses on the
order of 10 times fewer parameters. However, this work also highlights an issue with APR
in which the trained network can not generalized to new scenes. After training in a multi-
scene setting, it is not enough to simply train the final layer for a new scene. Instead the
full network must be optimized to localize within new scenes.
In Chapter 3 we focused on a new approach for absolute pose regression. While pre-
vious APR methods simply used CNNs designed for image classification, we describe a
network that is explicitly designed for pose estimation. Unlike the typical PoseNet archi-
tecture, we use geometric intermediates. We jointly estimate single image depth as well
as scene coordinates to transform the problem into corresponding point cloud alignment.
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Aligning corresponding point clouds has a closed form and differentiable solution which
fits nicely into an end-to-end network for training. While several methods exist that use
scene coordinate estimation and full image depth [12, 43], this is the first work to perform
scene coordinate regression and depth estimation jointly from a single image, as well as the
first to use both in a absolute pose regression method.We show how this significant depar-
ture from previous APR work leads to much better pose estimates. Our method is typically
much more accurate than the next best APR method and in some cases outperforms indirect
methods that require multiple hypothesis sampling or post processing techniques for final
estimation.
In Chapter 4 we combine concepts from Chapters 2 and 3. We explore how the im-
proved architecture for absolute pose regression offers an explicit partitioning of network
parameters that are scene-dependent or scene-agnostic. We show that you can train using
multiple scenes simultaneously without a significant impact in error at inference. However,
unlike with Multi-scene PoseNet, the pretrained network can be applied to a new scene by
simply training the scene dependent network for the new scene. While the performance in
this novel scene scenario is worse than if the scene was used for training, it is still better in
most cases than the scene specific PoseNet. Importantly, we make use of pretrained, pub-
licly available ESAC [9] networks. Taken with the results from Chapter 3, this shows that
the specific architecture and training strategy are not significant, but rather the key idea of
using estimated depth and scene coordinates along with the Kabsch [31] method are what
result in improved absolute pose regression over black-box CNNs.
5.2 Future Work
This thesis proposed several methods for absolute pose regression. Our work culminated
in a geometric architecture for APR that can be used for camera pose estimation across
multiple scenes. There are several possible future research directions for extending this
work. One line of research that has become popular is pose estimation over video se-
quences. KFNet [69] proposes a method for pose estimation through video by using scene
coordinates, optical flow, and a Kalman filter. A similar technique could be used with our
approach to potentially improve results on video frames. There are also many possible av-
enues to explore around the concept of uncertainty estimation. We make use of uncertainty
estimation in the correspondence weighting from Chapters 3 and 4, but we could also ex-
plore uncertainty over pose [32], depth [5], or scene coordinates [69] directly. Finally, it
would be interesting to explore other network architectures for feature extraction. Vision
transformers are becoming popular and have shown promising for both several relevant
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tasks such as depth estimation [45], correspondence estimation [30], and absolute pose re-
gression, including in the multiscene case [54]. Exploring these direction would hopefully
improve the network accuracy overall but specifically could help with difficult datasets
such as Cambridge Landmarks. Overall, we hope that our work will inspire the vision
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